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From 1846 to 1870, Robert Cooper Grier, a P~nnsylvania Jacksonian. · 
I, 
Democrat, served as an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme. 
Court and Third Circuit Court Justice. As a judge during this tu~bulent · 
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period, he followed a. philosophy of Unionism, rooted in the heritage e~ ··. ·'.,,. -) 
., 
pressed by Andrew Jackson during-the Nullification Controversy of 1832. 
~- . 
In judicial opinions and decisions and in personal and political corre-
spondence, he expressed an unyielding commitment to the preservation of 
the Union. 
I 
In response to the .Passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850, 
~ ~ 
Justice Grier revealed hi,s views on the most explosive national polit-
ical issue of the ante-bellum period--slavery. In the fugitive slave 
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cases of Ex Parte Garnett (1850), Ex Parte Jenkins (1853), Van Metre·· 
!• Mitchell (1853), and Oliver et al. !• Kauffman et al. (1853), he 
. "' 
expressed his opinions concerning the controversial legislation. He 
gained national prominence for his participation in the United States 
~ 
!• Hanway (1851), the1 famous treason trial which followed the Christiana 
Riot. In his crucial charge to the jucy, the Justice rejected a plea 
· by·- the Whig prosecution to convict a number of Christiana residents of. 
"" treason agai,nst the United States; however., he emphasized that the Con ... ·. 
stitution bound the conscience and conduct of -every individual. Subse- .· .. 
· quently, in a Supreme Court majority -opinion, Moore· v. Illinois, he 
---
rejected p·ersonal liberty laws passed by many state legislatures. 
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When the threat of ·disunion became a reality, Grier broke with 
the Buchanan administration, which he supported in the Dred Scott case, 
and proceeded to advocate the policies of President Lin.coln. In the 
United States v. William Smith, he.refused to· recognize the Confederacy 
-----
,as a soverei·gn power, and regarded the rebels as traitors. The Prize 
-Cases, his most important Supreme Court majority opinion, upheld Lin-
coln I s blockade of the :_Southern ports. His decision carried through 
the determination he had shown in the past decade to preserve the 
Union. 
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ABSTRACT ...... 
From 1846 to 1870, Robert Cooper Grier, a -P:ent1sylyclb.ia .. Ja-cksonian 
·pemocra:t, served as: ari Associate Justice of the United States Supreme 
Court and Third G'ircui t Court Justice o As a judge during· this turbulent 
r ... 0 
period, he followed a philosophy of Unionism, roo~ed in the heritage ex-
- . 
.- .. 
,.-,.. . 
-
pressed by Andrew Jackson during· the Nullification Controversy of 1832. 
' .,, 
~" 
.I11 judicial opinions and dec·isions and :in personal and political. corre-
• 
s_pondence, he expressed an unyielding commitment to the preservation of 
the- Union. 
, . 
.. 
In response to the passage of- the Fugitive. Slave Act of 18.50, 
Justice Grier revealed his views on the most explosive national polit-
- j_c~l issue of the ante-bellum period--slavery. In the fugitive slave 
c.ases of Ex Parte Garnett (1850), Ex Parte Jenkins (1853), Van Metre 
' -
v. Mitchell (1853), and Oliver et al. v. Kauffman et al. (1853), he 
- ..• ..... . 
expressed his opinions concerning the controversial legislation. He 
• 
gained nat-ional prominen_ce f:or Jiis participation in the United States 
~ . 
.• 
! . Hanway ( 1851) , the famous t.reason· ·trial which followed the Christiana 
' 
Riot. In his crucial charge to. the jury, t~e Justice rejected a ,plea 
~y the Whig pr.osecution to convict a number of Christiana residents of 
,,. 
-tr~ason against the United State~; however, he emphasized ·that ttre=:~nn:-~- -- -
.stitution bound the conscience ·and conduct of -every individual. Subse-
(lµently, in a Supreme Court m.ajori ty opinion, Moore !.. • Illinois, he-
. / 
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rejected personal liberty laws passed by many state legislatures • 
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When the threat of disunion be,came a reality, .Grier broke with 
the Buchanan administration, which he suppo_rted in the Dred Scott.,case, 
and proceeded ·to advocate the policies of President Lincoln. In the 
·-
United States v. William Smith, he refused to 
-
as a sovereign power, and r~garded the rebels 
' 
recognize Jhe Confed~racy 
as traitors. The Prize 
Oases, his most important Supreme Court majority opinion, upheld Lin-
coln I s blockade of the Southern ports. His .. decision carried through 
'\ 
the determination he had shown ip the past decade to preserve the 
· lJnion 
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His career was not chequered by the vicissitud~s 
of political fortune, nor will his name· be handed 
down to pos t_e ri ty as the battle cry of · by-gone 
parties. 
American Law Review 
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CHAPTER I 
A JACKSONIAN UNIONIST 
D·espite the relative insignificance assigned to the: life· of 
Supreme Court Justice Robert Cooper Grier, both by his contemporaries 
and historians, there is an important reason for an inquiry into his 
~11 
. 
--- ' 
,jt1dicial career. A Pennsylvania Democrat, appointed by President 
.James K. Polk in 1846, he served on the nation's highest ·tribunal for 
·twenty-three years, during the ante-bellum period, the Civil War,, and 
ReconstI'Uction., until his resignation in 1870. Grier's term as an 
Associate Ju·s·tice extended tnroug.h the Taney and ·Chase Courts, and 
spanned the Presid$.ncies of Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pie_rce~ Buchanan, 
. . 
Lincoln, Johnson, and Grant; a peri.od of crisis in which numerous im-
portant sectional issues were conside·red by the federal judic·iary. 
" 
Included in. this category are Dred Scott !• Sanford and the Prize Cases 
in which the crucial vote and opinion of Grier could be misinterpreted 
by historians, unless an adequate investigation of Grier's prior judi-
cial record ~~ncerning .the questions of __ slavery, the Negro, ·and the 
Union is made. 
Studying Robert Grier, will ·1ead not only to a clearer compre-
• I 
hens ion of his role in these two court cases, .-bu~ in addition will 
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·u_ 
'significantly add to an· und_erstanding ·of_. the Northern Democrats' 
·' 
- . 
struggle with the instit_ution of slavery as a moral, constitutional, I 
. 
·-
and sectional issue. It can b.e shown that Grier's thoughts are indic-
ative of the'. ideas expressed by _rrien of similar sectional and partisan 
affiliations, despite the independence ·aff:orded hi·m by the tenure of 
the bench. As an Assoc.ta~e Jus.tice, hj_s behavior was not atypical ·or: 
other Northern Demo~rats rega.rding t~~ most important, divisive issue 
// ' 
. 
/ I 
- I //,' ) 
of ·t·he ·day-.:.slavery ,an.d tne :Negro{' Grier's important slavery opinions' 
therefore, most cle·arly '.eluc:idate why he, as a Northern Democra.t; voted t • 
' 
in 185.:1,·.with the Court majo·rity in Dred Scott v. ·Sanford, yet -voteci _in 
------
1·8-63 in favor .of Lin·coln's· blocade· of Southern Ports· in the Prize Cases. 
. . . . ,d . . 
His loyalties had not shifted, nor had the logic of his decisions 
t• .. ·····-
changed. Rather, Grier's judicial behavior was an expressi~n of his 
\ · p.olitical flex:tbility which was characteristic of the Jacksonian Dem-
pcrats. Iri a coalition of Northerners and Southerners who· followed 
Andrew Jackson, men like Grier were prominent ~n ca·rrying out a well-
defined tradition. And,. althoug.h-,y.they expressed many different con-
ceptio~: ·. of· the meaning. of the Union during their lengthy assertion of 
power, a·11 Jackso_niii~ deeply committed them.seiv·es- to -it. 
" 
-
' The Jacksonian Democrats ftrst articulated the importance and 
. ------1' 
-
. 
meaning of Unionism in -the Nullification Controversy, which began 
• ---- J • 
-. 
-
. 
-
sho~t1y· after the election of Andrew .Jackson to th~ ___ ! __ residency and 
John C. · Calhoun to th.e Vice-Presidency. · Congressional enactment of 
. . 
. 
the -"Tariff of Abominations" in 1828 had stirred resentment by the ~-
people of South Carolina, and in particular, Calhoun. He, therefore, 
11-· -
,. 
' . ' 
'· ·"' . ' . . )' ,-. ·: 
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:.-:,.. • ~ I • 
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began a systematic challenge to the tariff policy of the -·rede-ral -gov-
. 
. '·-···-~-------
ernment, which resulted in a complete --explanation of the ·t~e~ry of· 
· nullific~tlon by ·1831 in a secret draft for a state le .. gislative com-
. ~ 
mittee called "South Carolina Expos_ition ·and Protest. 111 In his argu-
- . 
! .... 
. ments, Calhoun- interpreted the Union as a partnership of many sovereign 
- ' 
states, and the government as merely a functionary to achieve narrowly 
defined constitutional ends. 2 He claimed that a state convention rather 
than the United St.ates Supreme Court ·had final jurts.diction over Consti-
tbtional ques-tions involving a dispute between the sovere.ign state and. 
"'': 
the· f~cl¢ral government, because those who consen.t to a Constitutio;n in 
a democracy reign supreme over a governmental agent.3 
During Jackson's first tenn as President Calhoun's- argument f·or 
nulli··fication was not v·ery effective, and a majority of Unionists. in 
the North and South did not s.upport the plan he secretly advocated. 
Evidence of this fact was C.ongressional passage of a new tariff in 1832 
providing 4for additional ·pr:otective duties. Angered by· this Congres-
. . 
sional action,· leaders· of. th.e nullification movement ir1 South Carolina 
convinced a two-thirds .. majority ·of voters to call. a Nullification Con.: 
-vention in Octobe·r 1832. The Convention acted quickly, proclaimed the 
lcharles Sell~rs, ed., Andrew Jackson, Nullification, and the · 
States Rights Tradition (Chi~ago: Rand, McNally and Company, 1963), 
pp. 4-6. · · 
• 2Major L. Wilson, " 'Liberty and Union': , An Analysis of Three· 
Concepts Involved in tne- Nullification ,Controversy," Journal or· 
Southern History, XXXIII ( 1967), 332. 
· 3william W. Freehling, ed., The Nullification Era: ! Documentaq . 
Record {New York: Harper and Row, 1967), p. xii. 
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tariffs of 1828.-and 1832·-void, and warned that any attempt to force-
• . . 
.. fully. collect the duties· would cause immediate disunion. 4 
Al though President ·Jackson was conciliatory on the tariff ques-
-·· ~1 
·· tion, he firmly opposed nullification, and by ~832, he had responded . 
to the crisis by sending troops ·to suppress any attempted nullification 
of federal laws. His military response to the threat of disunion par-
allels President Lincoln's decision in 1861 to bloc the Southern ports 
when. the South intended to secede. The Northern Democratic Unionists 
-- responded in· both cases by supporting the President. J~ckson spoke 
for the generation of Unionists who followed( him, when he delivered his· 
famous NullificatiO:Q Proclamation on December 10, 1832.5 The national 
philosophy he ex.pressed during the controversy not only supplied a basis 
for the compromise of 1833 which ended the crisis., but also clarif·ied 
his party's ·national. :Philosophy which ·:1.as'ted· for the three following 
decades. 
~ 
. . -Throughout the con.t:roversy, Jacks·ort eon.tended tha.t the Union was 
indissoluble bec.ause it rested on the·· will ·of a majority of citizens 
. . 
'Who looked to it as the giver of ideI1.tity and th·e guarantor of the _fu-
ture. He agreed with the nationalist contentions of Daniel Webster arid 
' 
' John Quincy Adams that the pres~rvation of the Union.was a n~cessity, 
.- ' 
: 
. 
· bu~-ais:o shared Calhoun:•s- states-rights belief that the di.rectiori of 
' the federal government should not interfere with the _activities· of state 
governments. ·He advocated a consolidation .or· power to save the Union,. 
4Ibid., pp •. xiv - rv. ' ' ' ). 
5' · . (' 5 6 Ibid.,pp~ 1 3-13. · 
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-~ but. equally wanted to give the states a greater share. of power.· These 
two points of view incorporated in his thought seemed inconsistent, yet 
his equal support of the Force Bill and the new tariff adjustment exem-
-
·plified his commitment to both positions. Moreover, a consistent theory. 
' 
was not necessary· to.· convey his most fundamental sentiment, echoed 
throughout the entire Jacksonian period by Northern Democrats that "the 
1 
. 
-
. 
Constitution and the laws are supreme and the Union indissoluble. 116 
During the Nullification Controversy the people expressed. their 
,de$·ire t.o preserve the Union, and Jackson's concept of the _Union. pro-
videci the b·asis of saving it by peaceful mea~. 7 However, <;iecades of 
" 
·uneasy peace fol.lowed, making i:t necessary for Jacksonian Democrats to 
cop$·tantly ree·mphasize and reinterpret the· Unionist philosophy that 
.j:a:ckson expressed during the ·crisis,. and in each case the men of. the 
-American Democracy displayed their commitment to Old Hickory's, ideal. 
.. . 
. 
Their declared.intenti~n provided the unifying thread.for what'.rnay 
otherwise have app·eared as inconsistent, pol·iticall:y- expedient deci·-: 
sions vacillating ·between the advocacy of. natio:nalism and states rights. 
Both principles were incorporated into the thought of the Jacksonian 
. ,, 
Democratic Part~ modeled-by Martin Van Buren, Jackson's successor to 
· the Presidency, on the pattern of~ the Republican Party of Jefferson. 
> 
-
~: . The l_eaders of this party c~rried out the tra~?-tion of Unionism in many 
. . 
ways, including the appointment o.f men to the Supreme· Court. who reflect'ed. ·. · 
to a great ext~nt the Jacksonian Unio~ist philosophy. . I 
6Proclamation, December 10, 1832 in Freehling, The Nullification 
Era,. pp. 153-163. 
7Wilson, " 1Liper.ty and ·union'," 355. 
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Profound Shifts took p:I.ace in the :federa:1 ... Jtidiciary under- the. 
.. .• 
Jacksonian Presidents: Van Buren, Polk, Pi~rce,. and ·Buchanan. A study 
of the pattern of selection of Justices in this: period reveals a move-
. •, 
...... 
ment away from an almost cort1plete monopoly of the high . dt1.diciary by sons 
- - . 
of the gentry. Certainly, the ~ppointment of Robert C. Grier ,-only the 
..... •\, "' " 
. 
. 
second son of a clergyman to be .appointed to the Supreme Court, fits 
in.to this general trend. Under the Jacksonian Presidents, an increase 
o,n. the percentage-of Justices with rural and small town backgrounds also 
., 
occurred. Grier's fonner environment conforms not only to this pattern, 
but· also into the. established monopoly of appointments received by-men 
of English and s·cotch-Irish origin and high social status Protestant 
religious aff·i.liatiorl. since 1789. In addition, Grier, like the majority 
of appointees of the Jacksonian era, attended a college of high standing 
and studied law under a prominent lawyer. 8 
Through ·the study of the career of Grier as a federal jurist, an 
examinat·ion can be made of t-he thought of the dominant political party 
of the nation for three· de.cades. It provides .. the hi~to_rian with an op-
portunity to examine a b9dy of well-written, well thoug·ht-out op1nions 
of a man typical qf an erit·i.re generation of politicians. Because of 
. 
. 
. ' 
I , 
··his .position as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, Gri~r had· a ___ _ 
deep ~~ommitment to the Uni-on, yet was removed from the h~ated executive 
. . 
-
and legislative political battleground. In Grier's writings; one can 
locate an articulate expressi-on of the Unionist philosophy to which all 
I 
· .Bsee John R. Schmidhauser, '!The Justices of the Supreme Court: 
A Collective Portrait," Midwest Journal~ Politics, III (1959)-,- 2-49 
for the statistical tables· from which these conclusions have been drawn .• 
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the ~eading Jacksonian Democrats adhered. Although he was never a 
-party leader like Van Buren or a Congressional spokesman like Stephen 
. 
. ,. 
A. Douglas, Grier's voice clearly echoed the thoughts, if not the 
words, of the great Unionists of the ante-bellum period. 
Despite a lack of detailed biographical informa~ion-on Grier, 
_:g.ome light can be shed on the years preceding his appointment to the 
Supreme Court. Born in ·Cumberland County, Pennsylvania on March 5, 
', 
1794, the eldest of eleven children of Isaac Grier and Elizabeth Cooper, 
his father and his maternal grandfather, Robert Cooper, were both Pres-
·byterian ministers. Soon afte.r his birth the family moved to Lycoming 
:County, where his father farmed, ·operated a grammar school, and preached 
to three congregations. After Grier's eighth birthday, ~ father ac-
c·epted a po·sitie>n to take charge of an academy at Northumberland, Penn-
. . 
. l 
.s_ylvania; the =_elder Grie·r, a superior· Latin and Greek scholar, directed 
. . 
. 
the school and received a- charter for it as a colle.ge. Since Is·a~c 
Grier cherished the cla~rsics, he expose_d his son to Latin at six-years 
of age;_ and at only twelve the bright, youngster had mas·t·ered both L~.tin 
'and Greek. Grier continued his· studies under his father's direction 
--
, 
:until· 1811 when he was admitted to. _Dickinson College with j_unior stand-
. -
.. . ing. At Dickinson, his.knowledge of the classics and excellence in 
chemistry surpassed all hi~ .class:mates ,_ and within on·e year he grad.-· 
uated. The following year he remained at Dickinson as an instructor, 
before returning to Northumberland to· aid his father at ·the· academy • 
Upon his father's death in 1815, Robert suc?~eded him as Principal; 
lectured on Chemistry, Astronomy, and Mathematics; and tau·ght the 
. . . 
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classics. - While successfully attending these duties at Northumberland, 
~rier devoted his ·leisure hours .to studying law under the guidance ·or" 
. 
. 
a lodal lawyer, Charles Hall, of Sunbury, and was admitted t;o the bar~ 
. I. ' ., 
Ii' 
in 1817; he opened an office in Bloomsburg, Columbia County, where he 
remai-ned for only one year. The -following year Grier moved to Danville, 
where he developed a successful and extensive practice in the next dee-
-
ade. During this period he supported his mother an~ provided a liberal 
educa.tion for each of his brothers and sisters, and married Isabella 
Rose, daughter of a wealthy and influential Scotish immigrant, John 
Rose, which brought affluence and property to Grier, including an es-
tate near. Williamsport·_ where ·he lat.er res·ted between sesSic>ll$ -of the 
·court.9 
The early soci~fl a-nd .educat:1qnal_ backg:round o'l': G-rier conformed 
--
t:o. the pattern of men appointed t:o· t_he- Supreme Co_urt prior to the Civil 
. 
. 
--,-. 
Wa-r. y·et, it could only have been t·he right political associations ar1d_ 
. -
party_ affiliation of Grier combined with _favorable political conditions 
that elevated the s~ccessful, but relatively unknown, small-town lawyer 
to-the nation's highest court in a relatively short period of time. -His 
rise to power began in the 1830 1 s, years of tr~ns ition in the Pennsyl-
vania judiciary in which numerous changes were made·in the state court 
_,, 
''\ 
system •. Frpm one a~terati·on, the Act or April 8, 18J3, came the creation· -
9This background_ information is a,n amalgamation of_a number of 
-sources. Since- a biography of Grier has never bee~ written, I have 
attempted to compile my information from the ava:t'lable sources listed 
in the bibliography of this paper under the title "Sketches and Bio-
graphical Information." All of the facts appearing ·in this paragraph 
are duplicated in two or more of the 'sources cited. 
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of the_District Court. o_f Allegheny c·ounty; this ·court, consisting of 
. 
' 
one judge, had been given the same jurisdiction as a Common Pleas 
court, except it was· limite·d to cases wn,ere the controversial sum. ex-
ceeded o,ne hundred dollars.10 
' . 
I·n appointing a judge to the. new court, Governor George Wolf . 
• .. 
sought a competent jurist from outside of Allegheny County who would 
. . 
bring impartiality and fairness to the new courto With this goal in 
mind, he chose Robert Grier, a highly successful lawyer from Danville 
whose private practice had earned a great deal of respect among the" 
members of the-- :P·ennsylvgnia bar and in his local community. Many 
Allegheny County ·Iawy-e·rs 'ha.<i been considered, including some Whigs, 
'-:-r- • • 
but Wolf found Grie-r t_o be the b_est choice, not only because of his 
prior judic.ial record as a private lawyer and his remoteness from 
.~··· .~ . 
· -county politics, but because the :Politics of party. patronage demanded 
. _:....:....--
·, 
- the appointment of a -Jacksonian Pem.o·crat. Although many political ob-
servers thought_ ·Gtier did not desire the judgeship, the young lawyer, 
anxious for ·public service, promptly acc~epted the position, surprising 
everyone· including the Governor. It has been suggeste·d that 1:,he off er\ ·· 
• I 
had been made by Wolf to Grier with the assumption that. he would turn 
-~ it down, thus opening the door for other politicians, but no···substan~ 
tial .evidence supports this contention.11 -
N 
-, . 
·~~--·~---- ~ lOJ. W. F. White, ''The Judiciary of Allegheny County," Pennsyl-
vaniB: Magazine of History and Biography,,VII (1883), 174. 
11see Frank Otto Ga tell, "Robert d. Grier," in The Justi_ces of 
the United States Supr~me Court, Vol. II, ed. by Leon Friedman and. 
Fred Israel, (New York: Bowker, 1969), p. 874. 
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At first, ·Judge Grie:r was seen. as a "carpetbagger" by the finnly 
entrenched members of th~.- Allegheny bar who were dismayed with his ac-
... 
ceptance o·f the appointment. This never changed, despite the passage 
• 
---· ,. 
of time and Grier's conscientious execution· of his duties. His over-
bearing personality left little room in th.e courtroom for opinions that 
• 
<}Qnflicted with his own. His numerous attempts to dominate the· court-
.. ro_:om leads one to seriously que.stion contentions later made that as a·n 
,. ~--· . 
:Associate Justice of t.he Supreme Court he was "of soft and rosy nature'' 
and a docile tool of the "Slave· Power" who succumbed easily to pres- 1 
r 
' I 
I 
sure.12 -More accurately, a de_··s_·cription by J. w. F. White, a stndent---------~------~-.. ___ ._ ......... ------ -·- --l 
' 
of the Allegheny County Judiciary, labeled Grier as a "most able jurist, 
but rather abrupt fJ,nd bt'µ.~·qlie in his :manners. He was a man of quick 
-· perceptions, decided convictions, and positive opinions, and ••• inclined 
to be arbitrary and dicta to rial ••• His contempt for hypocracy and cant, 
' 
.h·i$ love_ of the right and hatred of the wrong·, with his stern, decided 
character, made him some-ttmes appear on the District_. bench despotic. 1113 
White also claimed that when Grier saw an attempted injustice, he so 
ernpha.t:it:a.lly charged his jury· th.at ·ne would frequently argue the .. _ case . . 
.• : 
- like an advocate. On ... one occasion, according to White, when the jury 
brought in a verdict contrary to his charge, Grier remarked that it_ 
took thirteen men to steal a ·ma.n_•s .fann, and he set aside the verdict. 
The· following anecdote, supplied by White, provides an indication of 
l~These contentions were made ·in 18'56 and 185-7 by Horace Greely, 
in the·New York Tribune and are cited by .. Gat.ell, "Robert C. Grier," 
p. "879. 
13Wh~_te, _ ''The Judiciary of Allegheny County," 17.$. 
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Grier's conduct o~ the All-egheny County bench: 
One Saturday morning, in 1840, in Judge 
. Grier's court, there came up for argument 
a case in which the great showman, P. T. 
Barnum, was a party. Barnum and one Lind~ 
say had been partners in the show business, 
but quarrelled and separated.· Lindsay had 
got a negro boy, which he called ''Master 
Diamond," and repr~sented him as a perfect 
prodigy in daric~g and s~nging. He had 
pos~ed-up flaming hand-bills through the 
country, describing hi;3 prodigy and announ-
cing the evenings for his performances. 
Barnum got a·-smart white boy, blacked him, 
and went along Lindsay's route a few days 
... 
in advance, exhibiting the_ "genuine" Master 
Diamond, thus reaping.the fruits of Lindsay's 
-------,-----.--.----.- ___________ ~,-----,-,----~------,.--... -.·--~~-labors ,. withou_t any. expense .. for-- advertisi-ng--. -
,_ 
-· -: :·' . -· 
Lindsay.met him in Pittsburgh, sued him for 
ten thousand dollars damages, and had him 
arrested on a capias, and thrown into jail. 
The argument before Judge Grier was on the 
rule for his discharge.from prison on common 
'bail. John D. Mahon was attorney for Lindsay, 
and George F. Gilmqre for Barnum. After Gil-
more had read the plaintiff's affidavit, ,and 
was proceeding to read that of the defe~dant, 
the Judge exclaim~d, ''Stop, I 1ve heard enough! 
Such a cas.e ! What does it amount to? One 
vagabond gets a live bea·rn ( drawling out the· 
word), · ngoes about the count·ry gathering all 
the idlers and gaping idiots to . pay the·ir 
money to see a bear dance. Another vagabond 
procures a bear's skin, stuffs it with straw, 
.. ·' and tramps about exhibiting ito Vagabond No. 
1 says to vagabond No. 2, 'you have no right 
to do that, the harvest is mine, for I was 
first in ·the field to gather all ... the f,ools 1 
money! 1 And because vagabond No. 2 got the 
money, vagabond No. 1 sue_s him for ten thou-
s.and dollars ' . damages l Rule absolute; pris -
oner discharged; cryer, adjourn the Court!" 
And as the Judge walked down_~he-steps, ~~ 
remarked· to Mr. Darlington, "Did you ever 
hear of such a case? I 111 teach Mahon not . 
to bring such a suit' in 'my' Court. 1114 
14Ibid._, 175.;.76. 
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Grier adequately served the Allegheny County Cou~t, but only. 
' 
:distinguished himself by the di.ctatoria:J_ manner i:n which he conducted 
the courtroom. He became a well-known local figure, but was relative-
. . 
•. 
· ·.ly· unknown in .state and ria tional politics. Then, b~ginning in 1843 a 
chain o·f events changed· Robert Grier's life. While he rem.aine·d a judge 
:-in Allegheny County, from J..843 to 1845, three vacancies occurred on the 
United States Supreme Court as the result of the death of two Asso·ciate 
Justi.ces, Smith Nelson and. Henry Baldwin, and the resignation of a 
) 
-
. 
t·hird, Justice Joseph Story. Senate rejections plagued President John 
Tyler, who successfully filled only one seat. When James Polk took of-
fice in March 184·5, the Baldwin and. Story seats remained unfilled, and 
the new President desired men "who would be less likely to relapse into 
. B:road Federal doctrines of Judge Marshall. and Judge Story." 15 With 
. 
. 
-
t:his criteria in mi:nd, he appointed Levi Woodbury to th~ Story seat, 
, 
leaving only the traditional Penns:ylvania seat of Baldwin to be filled. 
\ 
• • 
When Justice Baldwin di~'d in: April, 1844, President Tyler offered 
· the place to Senator James Buchanan, who declined the offer, and became_ 
ff 
Secretary of State ~n the Pol.k administration.16 In September, 1845, 
.... ,: . 
ho.wever, Buchanan indicated t-c> t·he President his anxiety to be immed-
iately appointed ·to the :pQsition he ~arlier declined,- but I>olk .insist.ed 
·-· 
that. his services ~ere· needed ·in the :e~ecu:t:i.ve- branch~ l 7 Buchanan's 1 
,.,. -~·-"- -l, .. 
- --;·. - . 
. 
. ·, i<. 
15Milo M. Quaife, Diaf £!: James [. Polk, Vol. I (Chicago: 
A. C. McElway and_ Co.,. 1910 , pp •. 39-47. . . -r=· 
( 
·'· 
'•.- 0 / .(:_;:• 
·--·~· . ---'-,·-, 
, ...... 
16Philip Klein, President James Buchanan (University Park: 
Pennsylvania University Press: 1962), p. 169. .. _ 
17Allan Nevins, ed., Polk: · The Di.ai of ~ Presiden:t: 1845~1849 
. (New York:. Longrna~, Green, and Co., 1929 , pp. 125-26. 
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friends, like Ben Brewster ·who wrote to· him "For Clod I s sake, stay 
' 
where you are, 1118 rais~d opposition to Buchanan's acceptance of the 
. . -
post; they feared George Dallas's wing of the party intended to remove 
· him from the national political. picture.19 The Secretary of State 
accepted this· reasoning and decided to permanently· r-emain in the cab-
inet. In doing so, he recommended John M. Read of Philadelphia to 
President Polk, who claimed that Read was not acceptable because of 
his former affiliation with the Federalists.20 Without the advice 'of 
e.ither Buchanan or .Senator Simon Cameron of Pennsylvania, he rejected 
·Read and instead nominated George Woodward, the candi-date of Dallas. 
Cameron, angered at Polk, managed to maneuver a coalition of six Dem-
ocrats and the entire Whig membership in t.lle. Senate to defeat Wood-
. . 
ward I s' nomination. Afterwards, Bucha-nan' s nam·e was again mentioned 
.. 
for the s:eat, but Polk and the Secretary of State were quarreling, 
_ about a fittm.ber of rr.1a.tters, and t·he Pres·ident ~e.rely decided to le·t 
the matter rest· for a while. 21 
I ., 
Dallas, creator· of the "Fami~y P~rty," faction of the ;Pennsyl:-
vania Democratic Party, wa$ a friend of Robert· Grier. ·, In 1824 he 
broke with Calhoun, and became a suppor.ter of Andrew Jackson.22 In 
l8Brewster to Buchanan, November .7, 1845, James Buc~nan Papers, 
Pennsylvania Historical So·ciety, Philadelphia, Pa. 
19K1ein, President. James Buchanan, pp. 169-71. __ 
20Quaife, Diary 2!'_ James !_. Polk, Vol. I, 137, 
21Klein, President James Buchanan, pp. 169-71. 
22Ibid., pp. 45-48, 79-80. 
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:t,he e·a-rly· 1830's politi-cal necessity allied him with ·Governor Wolf, 
who appointed Grier· to the Allegheny County bench. . Insufficient evi-
.. 
dence exis-ts to .assert absolutely that both the appointments of Grier 
to the state judiciary and federal bench were a result of the politi-
cal influenc.e. of Dallas. Yet,' it can rea~onably be assumed th.at Dallas 
played a major role in the appointments o;f. Gri:er, espe·c·ially in 'his · ·· 
. 
. 
~ 
' 
elevation to the Supreme Court, for Polk desired to please him in the 
appointment of a Justice. to fill Baldwin I s vacant seat. 23 
With the encouragement: of :Dallas, the President wrote a 1et'ter 
to Grier in Pitts·burgh on August 3, 1846. 24 The impersonal and offi-
cial nature of this Presidential correspondence indicates that Polk 
·was :n.ot pe:rs:oi'lally acquainted with the Allegheny County Judge. Rather, 
the appointment ·wa-s made to satisfy patronage demands. Confinned the 
·next day by the S_enate (August 4, 1846) Grier's .. tenure began with the >. 
conception that he was the "Pennsylvania Justice," and the choice of 
. 
the So~thern and- Western interests· in the Democratic P_arty with whom 
.. Da·llas was closely allied. 
I~ )..84_8 :Grier moved to Philadelphia, where. he spent the rest .. o·f 
his lif,e25 as both Associate Justice of the Supreme Court, and the 
) 
presiding Justice of the· Third Circuit Co_urt.. His devotion to· his 
23Eugene McCormac, James K. Polk: ! Political Biggraphy (New - , 
York: Russell and Russell, Inc 7, 1965), pp. 337-38. · 
24~olk to Grier, August 3, 1846, "Special Collections" of the.· 
. Morris Room, Dickinson College, Morris Room. 
25The Philade·lphia City Directories of the 1850 1s and 1860 1s · · .. 
list his a.ddress as 1528 S.pruce Street. 
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-----. profession left little time for outs_ide interests, and the record of 
his "high judicial service"26 is contained in over two hundred written 
majority and dissenting op~I?,ions, in addition t-e a vast number of un-
collected Circuit Cour,t cases.27 Many of the cases on which Grier 
w.r9te Supreme Court opinions did riot involve broad constitutional ques-
. tions,· yet all were .of great eno.ugh significance to reach the nation's.· 
highes-t tri.bunal. He excel]:~eo. in the law of real property, trusts, 
. '-, 
. ' ~ ___,_..J: . 
and probates, 28 and the great number of cases concerning these issues 
-assigned to him by -c:hi1ef Justices Taney and Chase indicates their _re-
spect for his· compete.nt. judgment on these questions. Grier's contem-
f \ . 
_poraries recognized his thorough knowledge: .of· the principles of juris-
prudence anci his other outstanding judicial, qualities. In a personal 
letter, Ch.ief Just_i,ce S.almon P. Chase, s.hortly after the resignation 
of Grier-in January, 1870, praised the "eminent s·e.rvices't of Grier as 
an Associate.- justice. This letter, signed by t•he Asso·qiat::e J·us.tic-es., . 
.. clearly expressed admiration and affection for Grier, and ree.0gnized 
the almost quarter of .a century in which the Pennsylvanian labored -:on 
the Court. Cha~e sta.ted that "with an almost intuitive perception of 
the right; wit-h-- an energetic detestation of wrong; with a positive· _ 
. 
enthusiasm for justice; with· a broad-and comprehensive unders_tanding 
--:---- . 
.. 26Francis R. Jones, ."Roberl Cooper Grier., 11 The Gre~n Bag, XVI, (1904) , 221-224. .. . , ... 
27Appendix I. of this thesis con;tains "a complete listing of cita-
tions for Justice Grier I s· wri tt~n maj.ori ty opinions and his · diss~nting 
opinio:r:i,s on the Supreme. Court •. 
28 Jones, "Robert Cooper Grier, 11 223. 
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of· :le:gal. and e:qu:it.abl~ principles," Grier contributed his ''-full share · 
. . 
. 
to the. dis:cuss-fon: anci. s .. ettlement of the numerous and often perplexing 
" 
que·stioil.sn wb.ic-h the S-uprerne Court investigated and determined under 
:'h:is direction. 29 Cha_S$ :pe·rsona.lly liked Grier, and in a lett:er of 
_S .. eptember 30, 1?69, he· i·ndicat~d that he wanted Grier to remain .on the-
-S.upreme Court, despite rumors of hi.s ill-health. The Chief Justice 
·, . 
. 
argued that "in th~ present circumstances_ of tne country you cannot be 
spared from tile bench. 1130 Most important, Chase wanted Grier to know 
that despi·te the fact that they did not always agree,_ that he did "love 
and honor" him.31 
In accepting the resignation of Grier on Decemb.er 15, 1869, ~ Pres-
.:i<iie·nt Grant offered co:tnmertdation of his judicial service to the country. 
:He characteriz-ed Grier·• s career as· nl-c>ng and honorable." Al though· the 
:President did .not personally _l<IIow the judge, Grant cited Grier's great-
est a~hievement as upholding, ·t-he just powers of the government, and 
v_indication of "the right t>'f the nation under the Constitution to main-
tain its own existence." Grant, therefore, recognized the real signif-
icance of the career of Robert Grie<r' when he express_ed .appreciation to 
_ Grier for the "vigor and pa .. t.r.·iot.ic firmness" which .ctrar~cterized · his . · 
29Salmon P. Chase, Chief Justice; . Samuel Nels on, Na than Clifford, 
N. H. Swayne, Sam. F. Miller, David D~vis, Step~en J. Field, Associate 
Justices to Hon. R. C. Grier, ·J·anuary 31, 1870, "Special Collection,"·-- , 
. Dickinson College, Morris Room.· 
· ' . 
N )Oibid. 
31Ibid. 
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service to the country in the "darkest hours of h9r history. 1132 
. 
--
. While a member of the T~ney' Courtr-.,his average number of written 
" . 
majority opinions pe.r session was 9.0; under the Chase Court it was 
1. . . 
6.8. His incidence of diss_ent, on the oth,e-r hand, rose from an average· 
.. 
of 1.8 each year under the leadership of the former to 44'2 under the 
latter's direction. Although the scope of this study does not :entail 
a comparison of these figures to those of other justices, they do indi-
" l cate the closer harmony of Grier's legal philosophy to the Ta:ney c·ourt 
than to the philosophy of the Chase dourt.33 
During the exer~ise of his_ duties as a federal judge, Grier en-
countered extraordinary probl.em.s of a growing polarization in the 
.nation. His first years were troubled by Northern anti:.slavery agi-
tation and the problems ~rising from a growth in the economy and.pop-
ulation. The middle period brought the troublesome issues of the Civil 
War, and the last yea·r·s:. the' que.·st_:i.._ohS ·of Rec·onstruction. Charges were 
. made by later historian.a tbat during this period he was a pro-Southern 
justice. A ·rece·nt scalogram study by Schmidhauser scored Grier in the 
·. _Category titled timoderate pro-Southern .. 11 34 These charges, also fre-
-
quently made by Grier's contemporaries, were answered by David ·Brown, 
who wrote at the time of the Dred Scott C~se, that the_ offictal p_ost . 
.., . 
32u. s. Grant to Robert Grier, DecemQer 15, 186·9,- "Special Col~ --.. 
lections" of the Morris Room, Dickins~n College. 
33see Appendix II: "Number of Written M~jority C)pinier1$, ~tj.g.·· 
. Dissenting Opinions , by years • " 
·· · ·· · · · .· 
34John R. Schmidhauser, "J.udicial ·Behavior and .... the Sectional ' 
·Crisis of 1837-60," Journal 2f. Politics, XXIII (1961), 615-640··· · 
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- .. I imperatively 
·~ :· S·tate.35 
compelled him to· r.un co.unter to the. liberal policy of the 
Both analyses mis.·s the point, however. Grier was not pro.:..Southern, 
pro-slavery, nor was he o.ut of. tune with the "philosophy" of his native 
state. Rather, he was a Jacksonian Unionist. His thought paralleled 
the thinking of the .leading Democrats of the era, and .his reaction to· 
threats to the Union in the ante-bellum period ·must be . interpreted with 
this· in mind. As the nation progressed .from the Nullification Contro-
versy to the outbreak of the Civil-War, the pos·itions o:f ·the Democrats 
changed. In Grier's writings there .~s ample evidence to show how Grier 
approached each sec·tiona.1 is·sue. that arose as an individual problem, yet 
with the flexibility characteristic of Jackson and the Democrats who 
·followed him. 
35nav·id Paul Brown, The Forum or Forty Years Full Practfce at 
the Philadelphia Bar, Vol. II, (Philadelphia: Robert A. Small, Law 
Bookseller, 1856), p. 100. 
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I will give every man his rights _here,·with 
_ regard to nothing but the law of the land; 
.• . ·1 . . I) .•. . . 
and _I will, if in my power, enforce it against 
all opposition. 
Robert G,rier 
Ex Parte · Garnett 
------
CHAPTER II 
PLEDGES OF ALLEGIANCE 
.. ~-~ ···--~_, 
., ,· 
e· .. 
For ·:ov·e-r a. century, a11- Supreme Court Justices had to perform a 
. . . 
number of circuit court duties, which became more and more lJurdensome 
as the t1at:ior1. eipanded. Partial modifications of the judicial system 
\ 
bet£o·re the Civil War lessened the.se responsibilities, but not until 
1869- did arty eff e·ctive improvemen-t take place •1 Circuit courts had 
·original and appellate_ jurisdiction, making it possible for a Supreme 
Court Justice to par·ticipa.te in a decision on the high tribunal which 
he: had ruled on --as a .circuit judge. 2 Congress determined where and 
when the ciroµit. courts wo_uld meet, and in the period from 1844 to 
1:86.9._, wh.~:ch in·cludes the. entire federal judicial·. career of _Grier, the 
law required_ that a -:duty of Supreme C:ou:r-t Ju~t_ices was to attend one 
term of the circuit court wit-hin any district ·of the circu:tt in any 
one year.3 .Associate Justice ·Grier faithfully met this "provision, 
lnavid M. Silver, Lincoln's Supreme Court (Urbana: University 
of Illinois Press, 1957), p. 167 and John .. c. Rose, Jurisdiction and 
·Procedure of, t.he Federal Courts (Urbana: University of Illinois -
Press, 1931T, p. 94. / 
- -
. ·. 
2Grier was assi-gned majority ··opinions -for. the court on a number -
. 
. 
of cases from his lower circuit, all of which are cited in Appendix I 
of this thesis • ~ 
3.5 Stat, 676. (1·844). 
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• 
·displaying his greatest energy on the bench of the Third Circuit Court, 
··and delivering a large nu.mbere:f important opinions there.4 The Cir- _ ·
cuit included the stat~s of Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, and New: 
. Je·rsey; its Court sessions were held in Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Tren-
·ton, and Williamsburg. The close geographical .proximity o{ these cities 
,. ' . to Washington, in addition to Grier's genuine interest especially in the 
cases involving Permsylvania citizens, contributed to his participation 
:much beyond the normal call of duty. When the sectional problems of 
.$lavery began to trouble the nation's judiciary, the Third Circuit Court 
:served as ·~. ·testir:ig ground of ideas for Grier. Despite the conciliatory 
nature of' the Compromise of 1850, it carried with it the Fugitive Slave 
Act which particularly bothered many Pennsylvania citizens, who resisted 
its 'enforcement. In an atmosphere of active :and vehement enmity, Justice 
1. 
·G·rier :·presided over .. ~. number of cases ·wpich were intently· -watched by a 
deeply conc:.erned :.nation. In the fugitive: cases of three abolitionists, 
. 
. Henry Ga.rnett, William Thoma.s ana.·caster Hanway, Grier rose to national 
p-rominence for the decisive rq:le -he played. 
The Fugiti~e Slave· Act_ of 1850,. much more rigorous. ·than. its pre-
-
. 
· decessor, attempted t9 amend and supplement the Fugitive Slave Law of 
· 1793. Its. most s-ignificant f.ea ture· shifted the responsibility for en-
~ ~ 
£orcement .froth the state governments to the feder-al g-overnment. Ad-
- vancing the rights of fugitives, the law struck· down the right of a. -
t ,. · slaveholder to seize· an a.lleged slave first and later make a claim in 
court, by setting up specific procedures of apprehension. In· general,r 
' 
I -
4Silvsr, Lincoln's Supreme Court, p. 175. p . 
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·however, it great.ly :s·t:reilgthened the hand of the slaveholders. United 
States offic.e.rs, inves.ted ·:wi·th res pons ibili ty for <;leliV'ery of fugitive 
slaves to claimants in their home,. states, had -to more st.ringently en-
force the new code, for severe penalties resulted when. :f~gitives es-
caped from their custody. 
. 
- . I ;. . The national .government· thr.e.atened harsh 
disciplinary action upon persons who obstructed the federal attempts 
:at apprehension, rescued fugitives from lawful custody, and ·harbored 
or concealed slaves. Even more stringent, a section of the law pre-
-- r 
scribed a conviction of treason for bystanders who refused to help 
United States officials apprehend suspected fugitives. The law made 
inadmissible any evidence offered by alleged slaves in their own be-
half, and denied to them t·he legal safeguards of habeas corpus, a jury 
trial, or even a j·.udj_ci:a;l hearing. 
-·Tl1e. ·Fugitive S:lave Act Qf 1850 ~ncouraged many Southern slave-
holders. to attempt to teolaim 't:heir lost chattel in tne North, espec- . 
• 
~a·lly ,in P:enDSylvania border c:ommunities. Informers .and agents assisted 
1, ' 
them in their pursuit.5 The prediCtable response of the Abolitionists 
-
~nqiuded .intensified and ·multiform opp.osition to the: new law. -A numbe·r 
··. ·of state legislatures adopted "pe::rsonal liberty" laws, with far reacb.i.ng· 
0 
. 
provisions, making apprehension.and transportation of· slaves to--the 
South extre·mel_y difficult. The formation of secret. vigilance--c-ommittees 
--
thwar~ed __ enforcement of the new law; and riots, like the famous Christ-. 
. 
iana Riot in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, halted efforts of federal marshals 
Si.eon L:j_twack, North .2.f. S~aver:i (Chicago: 
Press; 1961), _ ~ p. 248. 
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to- ;enforce it. · Forceful .res,.cues sav·ed. many captu·red· fugitives, and 
' 
· tn~ss. rallies spread. the ;i.de~ of , resistance. In addition, the "Under-
.. ground, Railroad," assisted- thousands of Negroes, including >many of· ~he 
leading figures of the Pennsylvania Negro· community, to esca.pe the risk 
6 of consignment to southern bondage by fleeing to Canada. .. 
Despite local and even state opposition to the unpopular Act, the 
' federal government remained determined to strictly enforce the provi- -
$10!1$ of the legislation. Enforcement of th~ law concerned many mem-
·-··· I 
be:.rs o·f t_he judiciary, including Robert Grier; local areas of opposition, 
well known to all of the respective Circuit Court Judges, presented par-
ticularly ticklish problems. Fearing the wor$t in his Circuit,. Grier 
took the initiative on October 17, 1850, in. a :.let·ter written in his own 
handwriting ,.to Commodore ·George Read, Commander -of the United States 
Marines at· the Navy Ya-rd in P·hiladelphia. This began a series of fed-
e-ral communication which eventually ended up on the desk of t·he newly 
elected President, Milla.rd. Fillmore. In a lette·r to Read, Grier ex-
pressed his apprehension over the abi;J..ity of federa·l officers to enforce· 
,.... ....., . 
. the law, and i_nquired whether forces in Philadelphia would be able to 
aid in the enforcement e>f the _·law. · Specifically, he wante·d to know ~he 
probable number of the available forces and the manner in which they 
coUld be summQned to ensure a prompt and effective respense frem. the 
·: Naval Yard. 7 
6 . . . Ibid.; p. 249" .. ' ' -
7R. C. Grier and. John K. Kane to Commodore George C. Read, Octobe·r 
17, 1850, Records of the United Stat~s Circuit Court for the Eastern Dis-
c. trict of Pennsylvania, National Records Center, Suitland, Maryland. 
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,w ...... The absence_ ·o.f a prompt answer from Read disturbed Grier,. who 
feared that a collapse of governmental authority couid occur without 
• 
military backing to enforce the law. Therefore, he wrote to Fillmore 
one week· later, c·omplaining first of the gene-ral inefficiency of fugi-
tive slave laws and secondly of the heavy expense of employing them 
that had to be paid by the United States government. Grier'·s knowledge 
of actual resistance to the new law and his anticipation of future com-
t munity opposition to its enforcement led him to request a general order 
- ~ 
. from the President stating that on the appropriate certificate of a 
judge or com.missioner, the officers in command of troops would be bound 
to lend-as\sistance to the enforcement of the law. The publication of 
such an order, claimed Grier, might, do ·much to prevent the necessity 
of appeals to force in support of the Constitution and laws, and insure 
him tha_t the law would be upheld. The Justice opposed the law, but re-
. garded .it as essential to be prepared to enforce it at all costs. 8 
Pres:ident Fillmore finally _responded_ to Grier's correspondence 
on October 30 _through a letter written by his Secretary of War, William 
. A. Graham. He enclosed a copy of .his ord~rs to Commodore Read concern-
ing the matter -which Gri.er· brought t,o th·eir attention. The orders re~ 
veale_d considerably less· concern at the Navar-Yard and in Washington 
. O!er_ "tlie problem of resistance· to the new--Fugitive Slave Law. Graham 
had infonned Read that the 7resident would regret ~ny necessity for 
. . 
. -
. 
·.. \ 
calling on the military force af the United ·states to aid ·civil 'officers l_ 
' .. (, 
··aR. C. Grier and John K. Kane to Commodore George C. Read, Octo-
·ber 22, 1850, Records of the United States. Circuit Court. for the :Ea.stern . 
. District of Pennsylvania. 
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,in- :the execution of· their proper functions. He told: the Marine leader 
that the. President believed that patriotisrt1 of the peopie of Pennsyl- · 
t 
. •• 
. 
. 
. I. 
vani-a would enable the civ.il officers to command sufficient assistance . ' ·. . . ·, . . . . 
. 
f.rom the citizenry to effect any warrant. But,· because. ot~ :hi.s. cons ti-
··-
!· 
tutional obligation to faithfully execute the law, the Chief Executive 
issued the following directive: If a marshal or any of his deputies 
should be unable to raise the necessary force to ·make a capture or 
• 
I .:~-·
1 rescue by virtq$. of his authority to summon citizens to his aid, and 
.'-,: 
,. 
... ' , r . ,. 
..f, 
if he should call for the assistance of .the Marines, military forces 
could be promptly ordered to accompany him in the performance· of his 
duty. The officer in command of the supporting troops had to receive 
his orders from the United States marshal, and act only in strict 
obedience to him. However, only when the officer could prove that the 
execution of the proce_ss in question had been actually resisted or that 
.:combinations too powerful to overcome· had been formed, could this assis-
tance b.e. ·given. Fillmore's message emphasized that all parties con-
cerned mus·t use extreme caution. He did not want, to r.isk any unneoes-
"• 
sary confrontations of the United States :m.ilit~ry anc;l the citizens of, .. 
. ·a state of the Union over-~matters which ·could. be resolved by civil 
·authorities .9 
\ .. 
" By the middle of October., 1850,--one month after .the passage of 
the law, cases arising from it began. to appear in the Third Circuit 
. 
. 
Court. Justice Grier, deeply concerned that the law be fully enforced 
9william A. Graham to Hon. Robert C. Grier, October 30, 1850, 
Records of the United States Circuit Court for the F.a.stem District 
of Pennsylvania. 
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py· the executive and fairly interpreted by the~ judiciary, was in the 
middle of his frustratin·g correspondence, when this duty became immi-
I 
nent. · Although in. the dark .as to whether the President would comply 
W:i th his request for authoriza tio:ri of th~ military to assist in the 
enforcement of the law, he, nevertheless, began to turn his attention 
. 
. to the cases which were quickly accumulating before his ·court. The 
/' 
first case, which involv·ed an alleged fugitive sla~e named Henry 
10 Garnett, began a series of lawsuits heard by_ Grier that took up much 
of his time in the· n~xt half decade and resulted in his most important 
L ....... ,.fugitive slave decision in the case _of the United States !.·· Hanway. 
11 
Ex Parte Garnett came before the Circuit Court in the district of 
Maryland on October 18, 1850 when Garnett was brought into court before t«·, 
Justice Grier.· A warrant had been issued and exe_cuted on behalf of 
Th.omas Price Jones of Cecil County, Maryland, and an affidavit had been 
set forth that P.rice-, the claimant, was the executor and "residuary leg-
a. t·· ·· ' ' f· :·B· e• ·di··· ·c-t· -·· J·o· ·n· es ·ee O: . . . . ne · · · ·. . . · .· - . • 
.. . .... . . . . . . . . ' . 
. 
-~--- - ' ,. 
The.claimant argued that Garnett belonged to 
the .estate which hE3 had -inher_ited, but that he had run away as early 
.as ·1842. A federal mars·hal, after apprehending Garnett, brough~. him 
. 
. 
. 
-into co·urt on the afternoon of the preceding day, when pn the· motion 
of· his -lawyers, the he~ring was· postponed until the following day. His 
-=, .... .I· defens_e counsel included four prominent Abolitionist law:yers, dete:rmined . 
. '· 
,, -- to· win his freedom by .. working the judicial precess • Their eff arts in. 
· 
10ilenry Garnett, a.n alleged Maryland f·ugitive slave, should not 
be confused with Rev. Henry Highland Garnet, a ·New York Negro leader 
during this period. 
11Ex Parte Garnett, 10-:Fed.· Cas.pp.6, ).l·~~~~_,(1fl50. l. 
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this· particular ins·tance met unusual success, when .c·orri.pa:red to . the 
i.. 
next ~ix years in which the arrest of more· than two hundred alleged· 
L .... fugitives took place, approximately .six .of whom successfully defended 
their claim to freedom. 12 
r·he· warrant for the arrest of Garnett had been issued by the 
court on an affidavit of the alleged owner, Thomas Price. The claim-
ant, however, had completely neglected to make a proper identification 
.. 
· of a slave, failing to list the: name, age, size and othe0 characteris-
tics of the person before· some Court ·or Judge in Maryland as prescribed 
:tn the Fugitive Slave Act of iB.50. Not having availed himself of this 
privilege, Grier decided.not. to be bound in the c.ase to the p.rovision 
:, 
of: the new Act that disallowed. ·testimony from an alleged fugitive in 
the. ·tria.'l; instead, he rul.ed. ·th.at the court would be bound by the com-,, . 
m.on 'law rules of evidence, ~s in. o·ther cases where· title to a property 
,:had: to b·e e.s:tablished b·efo.re a. court. He also re·rused to receive wills 
.and other documents of title unless properly pro1.ted. A.rguing in favor 
·<ff· the application of the itules of common law to this case in a widely-
quoted passage of a let_ter to Charles Gibbons, a Philadelphia attorney, 
Grier stated that without common law the tribunal would be· without rule, 
_"governed only by caprice, or undefined· discretion, which would- be the 
) 
. . . ' . . 
exercise of a tyrannical, not a jtid1cial power. 1113 He opposed an inter-
p-retation of -the new Congressional Act tha~ would prohibit testimony 
•. 
12Litwack, North 2f Slavery,· 249. 
13R. C •. Grier- to Charles Gibbons, Records for the U:ni ted States 
C·ircuit ·court for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania. 
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. . _J • from a captured Negro. If evidence were hearcf ·on only one side, he 
claimed, gross oppression· and wr<?ng would. flow from it. He noted the 
possibility that Pennsylvania citizens might be .kidnapped into bond-
age under the forms of "law," and by the action of a legal tribunal 
. ·-·· --· 
·, 
sworn to do equal and exact justice to ;all. men. This unfair action 
.} would not be allowed ·by the Justice who contended that "this much 
malig~ed law ••• takes away from the prisoner no right which he would · 
have enjoyed before this act of Congress was passed. nl4 
In Ex Parte Garnett, Justice Grier considered the fugi tiver· slave 
------
issue as strictly a legal question concertµng the slave as property. 
' 
:i:n his. aci.d.ress ·to the couns:e:l for Thomas Jones, Grier proclaimed that 
t:he- ·request for the return of Garnett could be granted if it could be 
-~ shown ttiat the·- _plaintif.f actually posses$e·d the slave. He. narrowly 
de-fine·d th·e proble:m. :as.: ope. of p·roperty ownership; he did not consider 
.the questiqn of the constitutionality ·bf t,he new Fugitive Slave Act a 
legitimate issue for his court to· decide. Rather, he only wanted to 
··;. 
resolve whether the b.enefactor of a· will had claim to a piece of prop-
erty. Grier stated that the plaintiff had to show that. his possession 
' L 
of Garnett as a slave was common knowledge in the community. If it 
~-
c.ould be proven without a doubt that the _alleged fugitive was the prop"'.'" 
erty of the claimant, then Gri~r claimed he would be· ~atisfied.15 
I • 
. " ' 14FU:~itive Slave Bill: Its History and Unc~nstitutionality (N¢W 
York: William Hamed-, 1850), p. 35. 
' l51·0·, Fed. C \. a· , 9 as •. · ,. . • 
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If Grier's attitude toward sl~ve,ry as a problem of property own-
_;ership at -this '.po·int in his judicial care·~r seems faiI'ly evident, his 
- .............. . 
attitude ,·toward the free Negro and his rights should n·ot be misunder-
. . 
stood. In a later exchange in Ex Parte Garnett between Grier and David 
:Paul Brown, a counsel for the defense, Grier stated his sensitivity to 
·th.e protection of the rights of Garnett, if it could not be proven that 
'the ·claimant owned him. Garnett, according to Grier, had constitution-
. 
ally protected rights under the assumption that he was a free man until 
•,· I j 
proven otherwise. The core of the Grier argument was as follows: 
· .~.when he (Garnett) is brought before us, and 
we· are able to investigate the question of prop-
- erty as well as identity, we have two parties 
before us with their rights. It is like two 
persons claiming the.same gopds; this man (Gar-
nett) is his own goods, if r' may be allowed the 
expression, and stand~ _here upon his r·ights. 
The same rules will govern us here, and we will 
receive the same evidence as we would if the 
question were of a cow or a horse instead of a 
human being.16 
-i 
Grier dec:,ided that Jones faile.d to make. the neqessary proof; 
t;herefore, Garnett,_ the prisoner, had a ·right to ·be discharged. He 
contended that a difference exists between an "interest" and a "title" 
. - .. . . •· .. - . ' . . . . . ·-· . . .. , 
i' ~.- ! .. 
to property. Since T.homas Jones_ was. unable_ to prove possession _of' 
rv, 
Garnettas executor of Benedict Jones' will, he did not have a valid 
cla~m, and Garnett was granted his freedom. Grier refused to allow· 
. . . 
-4 
the plaintiff an additional day to bolster his -claim,·because, in his-
7 
opinion, Garnett "must have some rights, and ••• the laws of Pennsylvania 
1610 Fed. Cas. 6., J.0. 
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. ·deny' us th:e privilege of holding this man in. custody_. nl 7 
r, 
1·· The most interesting aspect of .. the case of Ex Parte Garnett, ·· 
which appears again in t-he· more important· case of the United States 
• 
!• Hanway, is that in .both instanc.es Grier's c·onsideration of the 
pro-slavery position presented by the plaintiff throughout the case 
is favorable. Yet, his final judgment favors the defense, prbviding 
rare instanc.es of victory for anti-slavery ·advocates, who otherwise 
had· become· a-ccustomed in the early 1850 1 s to losing fugitive slave 
• 
I 
cas_.es. In the Garnett case, Grier insisted that he knew the excite-
ment that the arres·t of Garnett would cause; and he pledged his deter-
rp;ina.t:iort to carry out the requt:r~tnents of the ·1aw "at all expense" if.· 
the claimant could make .3.. good case.18 On the other hand, his final 
decision and his letter to c.,harles Gibbons proved to anti-slavery forces 
, 'that· he was a prit1c.ipled man who did not favor depriving. any citizen of 
his rights. An anti-slavery pamphlet published shortly after the case 
L'..,. ... ,. 
cl.aimed that Grier's view of the bill was a ''fortunate circumstance" · 
:and lauded bis good int_e·ntions •19 However, -·the Justice did riot favo·r 
the Abolitionists, .and denounced their activities r·requently in his 
court opinions beginning in the Garnett case, where he suggested tp.at 
... -. ----
"he had reason to belie:ve ·there-were emissaries abroad attempting to 
get persons to resist the laws·.n20 Overall, Grier's record sugges·ts 
l 7 !_bid.$. 11. 
18Ibido, 9 .• 
... 19Fugitive Slave Bill.: 
PP• 35-36. 
2010 Fed. Cas. 6.;, .10. 
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fairness and imp_artiality, despite the number of attacks waged against 
him by both slave.ry .a;nd -ant'i-slavery advocates tn · the ante-bellum per-· 
. . "" 
-; 
iod. 
' . 
One case which resulted in attacks by the· advocates of states-
rights on Grier was Ex Parte Jenkins;\eard in the Third Circuit Court 
two years after Ex Parte Garnett. Jenkins and three other marshals, 
in their attempt to execute a warrant in Wilkes-Barre to arrest a Negro 
,. 
boy, William Thomas, encountered a violent and bloody struggle. During 
the fight, the officers did not handle the.alleged fugitive roughly, 
and it-did not appear that they proceeded with more force than necessary 
for his capture. In the course of the fight, however, a white man-shot 
a Negro, and this inc·ident was reported before a county justice of the 
peace to procure a warrant for assault and battery, with intent. to ki·11· 
a:ga.inst· the federal marshals. The county justice issued and delivered 
such a warrant to the constable of the borough, who arrested the deputy-
-marshals and pu.t. them .. in .jail. -- On a p·e·:t±ti.on from the :prisoners, a writ 
of "habeas corpus" was issued from .the Circuit C_~u.rt to bring them up. 
-
In the interim, the alleged fugitive,. Thom.as, escaped from the country.· 
. 
. 
The Jenki:ns case created a tumult throughout Luzerne County and 
. 
t·he task of settling the unfortunate dispute rested with Justice Grier. -
A:b.olitionis"ts groups, represented by David Paul Brown, appeared to ar- -
... 
gue against the granting of '.'habeas corpus" by the_ federal court. Brown 
contended that the prisoners were in jail under legal process from a 
state ·magistrat~, and he wanted them to face .state prosecution for the. 
charge of intent to kill. The St,ate of Pennsylvania did not recognize 
.,,., ' 
.. 
·
2113 Fed.- Cas. 445. (l~53) • · 
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the federal writ, and the·re:f-ore: did not give ·the Circuit Court any 
·' . 
notice of its wish to ·be. heard in the case. The United. States govern-
• 
ment, represented by District Attorney J. W. Ashmead, argued for the 
discharge of the officers under an 1833 law which granted to district 
court judges the power to grant writs of "habeas corpus" in all cases 
of prisoners in confinement because of acts committed in pursuance of 
a law of the United States •. 
Grier refµ$eci to succ11m.'b to ·ro.ca.l or state pressure, and ruled 
that his cou,rt could. issu:e. a; ."habeas corpus" to bring before it one fr 
its deputy ·marshals, arres·te·q_: 11nqer state proces~ for his---.c~nduct in 
. 
- ' 
' 
' 
' 
. ', 
executing a writ issued under the fugitive slave law; the cou!'\ could 
~ 
·inquire into the cat1~e'. of commitment, and·, if illegal, order a c_~lete 
~", 
di:scharge. And, in t·he case of an arrest of a United States officer"'·\ 
. 
. '\,,, 
f:or an alleged abuse o.:f his power, Grier claimed that his court would 
'\\, 
>.~· 
'\ 
\· 
',. 
\ 
' ·, - " 
. . . . - \,. 
not ··o~y hear. ev:idence ·to _dis·prove the . truth: of the affidavits upon ._. 
which the sta~e· authorities :proc-eedeq.., put would, independently of such 
proof, consider those affidavits. If, ·in his judgment, those affidavits 
\ ; . 
did not contain a prima facie ground for arrest, the federal officer 
would be discharged without hearing any couriter-evidence •. If officers 
of the United States, in this case Jenkins and his deputies, deny through 
·. a petition an indictment found by a state court for rio-t, assault and 
batte,ry' and intent. to kill, the federal _court, according tq the Justice, 
may go outs·ide the indictment and hear evidence to show the· truth of. the 
. 
. 
-facts set for~h by the· officer. Fir:ially, -in a case against a marshal 
seeking the capture of an alleged fugitive, the district court will 
.. ·;.t,_ ___ ~ t. 
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dismiss the charge·s against h.im, unless there is "positive oath of mer-
its" from ·a plaintiff, or "a 9worn: detail of circumstances .·from others 
to supply its place·. 1121a.Consequently, Grier ordered the-·release of 
~. ' 
., 
the federal officers held in the Wilkes-Barre incident. 
Immediately following this opinion came a burst of criticism • 
1 ... , ... 
The Philadelphia Sun announced that the Jenkins opinion inv:aded the 
states-rights of Pennsylvania, and stated that· the citizens of the 
·state were jealous of any invasion of its rights. by the general gov-
ernment.· Boldly ob5· .. ecting to the "tone, manner, and language" of the· 
opinion of the Justic·e,. the Sun warned that Grier wa.s treading on "most 
delicate ground." The· editors eXJ)r.e:ssed a ,particul~·r objection to 
threats made by Grier during: ·t.he ·t:rial to have indic.tments brought 
against any· persons w:hc;> ~pp:l·i~d for ... a writ charging any· United States 
- -· ' 
officer u·nde:r the sovereign power of the Comrrr6nwealth, against anyone 
who as:sis-;-t;ed in the application, against any lawyer who defended it, 
and against any constable who served it. These tactics may have been 
permissible on the Alle.gh.eny Qoµnty Court bench, where Grier had earned 
a reputation as a cl.:iqt~torial judge, but the observers of this Circuit 
L-._ ___ , ·•. • .. 
Court proceeding found his behavior totally unaccep.table. - Therefore, 
the Sun denounced his "advances towards despotism,"- and predicted that 
they would never be· tolerated in Pennsylvania while. virtue$ , enough re--
mained to defend "Liberty anci:; ·Independence. n22 • 
2llx Parte Jenkins, 13 Fed. C~s. 445. (1853). 
22Reprinted from the Philadelphia Sun in the Pittsburgh Gazette, Octobe·r 21, 1853. 
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Co~pared to:_ the Pittsb~rgh Gazette, the Sun treated Grier len-
. . 
iently. Iri an article ~hich began by stating ·that "Judge Grier al:>pears 
to be on his high horse, again," the Gazette branded his threat to pun-
,..,. 
i.sh anyone who brought state charges against a federal officer as "idle 
' 
bravado." The newspaper further charged that Grier's deep devotion was 
"to the business of slavecatching and manhunting," and that "his blood 
ho.tly boiled whenever the manhunters wer~ foiled of their prey." Ac-
I ·cording to the editors, Grier had allowed his excited feelings t~arry 
him IQ.UCh beyond the line of propriety in making threats, even though 
·t·hE3_y· seriously doubted that he would ever make the effort to carry them 
:, ,, 
' . into execution; and, even if he attempted, they forecasted that it would 
, 'be· a bigger job than he anticipated. "United States officers-," the 
Gazette said, "have no immunity from arrest for offences against state 
laws. If they violate Penns-ylvania statutes they are liable to the pen- .. 
alties, which in this case· i'riVolves a law which makes it a penal offense 
to create a disturbance of the peace in arresting a fugitive slave. 11 23 
-- . 
..,. 
The deputy marshals in Wilkes-Barre committed a "palpable a:r1d: outrageous'·' 
violation of the peace, and clearly in tne eyes of this· newspaper. came 
under the provision of this law. They objected to Judge Grier's med-
, .... 
dling and his threats, and proposed the following thoughts: 
_ _:__~ 
., 
' 
What is the us .e of all t-he prattle we hear 
about State Rights and 9tate ·sovereignty,· 
when a United S.,tates judge can thus step in 
and set our laws and its officers at defer-
ence? If Judg·e Grier be right, there is ·no 
such thing as state sovereignty. We are 
me're appendages of the General government, 
23pittsburgh Gazette, October 13, 1853. 
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·-~ .- ... ; ·i' 
and powerless to execute our laws upori our 
own ·soil. Oh! If we had an .administration· 
that would vindicate the state in s·uch an 
emergency as this, this outrage .would be 
promptly met. But we have not, and Judge 
Grier knows it.24. 
The whipping that Justice Grier took from the press soon became 
a common occurrence. His encouragement of strong federal enforcement 
' of the Fugitive Slave Act as ~part of the Compromise of 1850 was not 
well received by many elements of the Pennsylvania co~tituency. Also, 
·the. Gazette correctly pointed out the fact that President Fillmore did 
·' 
not share Grier's desire for a vigorous national policy of- fair enforce-
ment of the law. Grier's intentions, however, were misunderstood, for 
his only commitment was to th.e law. Grier did not favor slavery; but 
the problem of fugitive S:lav·es had to be dealt. 'With in the circuit 
.courts of the United Stat·es, and Grier saw hi·s· duty in terms·. of a much 
gr.eater allegi·ance-to. the 11:n.ited States Constitu:t.ion~ For the, Union 
to survive, men like himsielf: would have to ~pply the laws o:f the nation 
tn a fair and reasonable manner·. In .light of the intense atmosphere of 
an increasingly bitter· intrasectional. and intersectional struggle in 
·- "":"" . ' 
· the nation, this became more .difficult during the 1850 1s. Between the -: .... -
hearing of Ex Parte Garnett and Ex Parte Jenkins came ~hree crucial 
cases heard in Circuit Court which clearly reveal not only this phenom-
0 
enon, but also how one man, devo·ted to his country, maneuvered to try 
' 
to accommodate the many ~ocial and political forces that. were beginning 
to tear the nation apart • 
. ,I 
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• •• the publ·ic eye is fixed upon us, and 
demands at our handf? the unprejudiced and 
impartial performance of the solemn duties 
which we have been called to execute. I 
Robert Grier 
United States ! . Hanway 
·- CHAPTER III 
I· 
CHRISTIANA: THE TRIAL OF A JUDGE 
' . 
The: ca.Se: .of· the United States !• Hanway, commonly knoWI.i as the 
Christiana Riot q;n_d Treason Trial of 1851, ended in the- Circuit Court 
for tll.e, ·Eastern District of Penns.ylvania on Decemb.e;r 11, 1851. The 
C.o:urt found Caster Hanway, a white resident err La_nc·aster County, inno-
c·ent of the charges of wic:ked and traitorous in:p$n.·t4.on -to ·1evy war 
against the United S-t.at,es by a "combination to oppose, resist .and pre-
., 
vent ·the exe-cution- _.c>·f -the fugitive sl~ve laws o:r:' 1793 and 1850. 111 The 
s.erious accusati6:r1 tha-t had.,been levied agai-nst him by the United States. 
:Government g.rew out of a se:rieJr of events which began on September 9, 
·1a:.51_ when. -Edw-art1:: Gorsuch, a pros.perous: farmer of Baltimore County, Mary-
' 
land, obtained warra·nts undE?r thE3 new l_aw- to· arrest Nelson ·Ford ~nd t 
. ~ 
/ 
. 
three ·other fugitive slaves. Between the two decrees, the fugitive 
warrant and the innocent verdict of t:he·. j.ury, one of the great dramas I 
. , 
-
,, i J', > \• 
"t ,,; 
_ ·of ~he sectional conflict of the 18.50 1s toolcplace. In the streets of -
--
a -small town near Lancaster, Permsylvania and in a federal cou,rtroom in 
1James J. Robbins, Report ~ the Trial of Gaster Hanway for 
Treason in Resistance to the Fugitive Slave Law of September 1850 (Philadelphia, privately printed, 1852), p. I'8: 
) 
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Phi'iadelphia, concre-te· mea.rtj.ng: was ·-g~ven · to the abstract is~ues of the 
-
·sc1nct_ity of- p:raoperty, the role .of the Northern citizen in the capture . 
. ·-·, 
. ,1 
of fugitive slaves, arid the ·right of a slave to his freedom. In the· 
.. 
three months following the .de.a·th ·or· ·Gorsuch, who was brutally murdered 
in his attempt to execute ·th,e wc1rrants, 'the nation eagerly watched for 
-
anindication of the future of the Union. Associate Justice of the 
Supreme C.ourt, Robert C. Grier, provided the answe~ which they sought. 
The activities which took place _at the house of William Parker, 
a white Abolitionist who shelt:e·red fugitive slaves in Christiana, Lan-
caster County, are remarkably. clear. On September 9, 1851, ,at daybreak, 
an armed conflict took pla¢e- :between a. group of Negroes and_ the posse of 
-Edward Gorsuch, led by :nepu-t:y Marshal Henry ·H. Kline. - The hostilities 
C began when the Negroes: ins·ide Parker's house refused to allow Kline. to 
se.rve a warrant for t:h·e arrest of the fu_gitive slaves, who Gorsuch rec-
ognized as belonging to him; the blacks vi·o.lently reacted by throwing 
an axe at him, and by ·firing a s·ho·t at the slav.e. ·ciWiler. When a horn 
s·ounded, the activity qµi.o..k.ly sh-ifted from. inside to outside of the 
house where a.\white- man, Caster 'Hanway, approached. A gang of Negroes 
a.-rrive·d f.r.om many ·.di.rections at the same ti·me as Hanway; opening gun-
fire, they proceeded to kill Gorsuch and severely wound th.e other mem-
.. bers of his party, ending: the lawful attempt of· the r·ecieral officer to 
' 
execute the fugitive· slave warrant. 2 
2The source of the --maj~ri ty of this s-ketch is from United States 
!.• Hanway, 26 Fed. Ca.s. 105-,110-111, where a summary of the events pre-
cedes the case. I_t is complemented by a numbf?r of other sourc·es, in-
cluding all the major accounts of the trial, for the facts .of this case 
were. not in dispute. · A more complete discussion· of all the intricate 
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·This victory for t:he ·abol.itionj,sts quickly ended. By the eveni~g 
o·:B s·eptember 11, Parker-· and most of the Negroes present that day had 
started ~heir journey to .Canada., leaving behind Caster Hanway who vol-
untarily turned himself in. Two days later a force of United States 
.(~''"" . 
Marines,. sent by Commodore· Read·, took a number ·of· additional prisoners, 3 
and the nation.a-I.administration, under the guidance of Attorney General 
John J. Crittenden··and Secretary of State I;)aniel Webste·r, decided to . 
prosecute Hanway for treason. Both concluded· "that even, if a conviction 
6 
were not obtained, the effect of the trial wou.ld ·be salutary in checking 
Northern opposition to the enf'o.reeme:nt of :the Fugitive Slave Aet. 11.4 The 
national public outrage forced· into .ac:tio·n tJ1e hand of the executive 
.. 
. branch of government, which had. :prev:ious:ly ref rained from a vigorous 
. enforqement policy. Aware that Jus:tice Grier, under whose juris.diction 
the case would fall, had ·previous·Iy fav-.ored strong enforcement of the 
A.ct, the administration felt certain that in his. cou-rtroom the outrageous 
> 
. ' 
actions which took place: .in Christiana at Parker' d house would receive 
the vindication that the- public demanded. · 
2( continued) details, too cumbers·ome and not within the scope of · 
this chapter, are best found -in Nash, Hensel, and Robbins, listed in 
the bibliography. The "History of the Christia;na Tragedy," originally 
published in the Baltimore Sun on-September 18, 1851 was written by 
. J. S. Gorsuch, another son of Edward Gorsuch,_ and was .reprinted in The 
Keyston~- on .. September ·23, 185J-. It also presents essentially the same 
' . 
facts. 
)Roderick W. Nash, "The Christiana Riot: · An Evaluation of Its 
National Significance," Journal of the Lancaster County Historical 
Society LXV (1961), .70-71. 
4william U. Hensel, The Christiana Riot and Treason Trials of 
· 1851 (Lancaster: New Era Printing Company, 1911), p. 62. 
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Immediately, in Pennsylvania, violent.political warfare erupte·d 
concerning the Riot, as the ·Democrats attempt~d to exploit the issue 
against the vulnerable state Whig administration of Governor William 
• 
J. Johnston, who was seeki~ reelection. Conf.i·dent that the ma·jority 
of-citizens opposed Abolitionist activities and the particular Riot 
that took place on September 9, they attacked the conduct of the 
"Abolition Whig Governor absenting himself from the s·eat of government 
••• instead of being at his, ·po$t to enforce the utmost rigor of the law 
against the wm.t·e. arid b.lack murders • "5 The editors of the Keys tone, a 
Democrat_ic o~ga.n publish·ed in Harrisburg, spoke of ."the evident reluc-
tance with ·w-h.ich· Governor Johns .. ton discharged his official duty to ef- · I[ 
feet the arrest and punishment of the actors in this terrible tragedy. 116 
The Keystone and many ot-he.r ])emo·era.tic newspapers published an open 
''c.,-
· letter to the Governor by the martyred farmer's son, who ask~d for gov-
• 
-
ernmenta·l. a.c-t~ori · t(, ·revenge his father's death. A second letter ad-
dfessed to. Johnston. :came from a committee of Philadelphia Democrats, 
:.incl.ud:m~ John_·caldwallader, John Swift, John W. Forney, R. Simpson, 
a.pq. Charles Ingersoll • 
.. .- -
_ The Whigs, shaken ·by t·hes:e :Demqc·ra. tic · charges;- began a wave of 
counterattacks from a number of sources, describing the commitment of 
·' • 
s 
,the Governor and ·~he party to enforcement of the l~w •. ·The.Whig Examiner 
and Herald,· like· the Democratic Inte-lligencer which had 1 denounced, "the 
. t 
~ 
' particulars of the horrible Negro riot and· murder," called the Riot "one 
t 
SHensel, Christiana, pp. 47-48. 
6rhe Keystone, September 23, 1851. 
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Or the most horrid murders ever perpetrated in this country or state.· 117 
The Governor, himself, was quick to respond to the -demands made by the 
Democrats, and in an open l.etter he offered a one thousand dollar re-
ward for the- capture of the murderers. On the day of the preliminary 
.! 
indictment by the federal government of Hanway and eleven others for , 
treason, the vJhig State Journal declared that the Whigs would enforce 
8 . 
the laws of the land "at all haz·ards." Yet, despite this attempt, it 
is generally be+iE3ved that Democratic agitation over the Christiana 
.issue brought about the defeat of Johnston in the October election.9 
·Both the national adminis.tration and the Whig newspaper editors 
rnust. haite ful,ly :s.ens·ed ·the , implicatieris after Johris ton I s defeat, which 
·clearly indi·cated the .indig.natiQn of the v·oters of at least one major 
. 
. . . . . N.o·rth~rn state. Fearing the. t·rend or· public, opinion, the National Ad-
. 
:ministration pressed harder i-p a:p. attempt to refute the abolitionist, 
image implied by ·the Democrats. The Penns~lvania Whig State Journal 
/ .. 
assured its readers that, "with very few exceptions t~e Whig presses 
and people of Pennsylvania, and the whole Union, cordially sustain the 
Administration of our patriotic Whig President, Millard Fillmore.-••• " 
The editors insisted that the Abolitionism which had clung to _the Whig 
party, t.hreatening death to it, had to .be sloughed off., Only after 
. ··j -· - t • 
party purification could the 'Whigs adhere tp the principle of acquies~ 
c·ence in the Compromise, and unite with ·the Union men of the South, who ·. 
?Hensel, Christiana, pp. 47-48. 
8Whig State Journal, September 23, 1851 • 
i' ~ 
. ~Charles Sellers, Jatnes K. Polk,~Vol. II 
·university Press, 1957-66) , pp7 216-17. 
(Princeton: Princeton 
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were warring against, Se·cession-ists, as the Union men of the North had 
·,. •
1
• to war against Abolitionists.10: Sensing a possible national disaster· 
. ;,· ... 
,, if the Whigs did not totally disassociate their party. from the Aboli-
.. 
tionists,.immediately after the Riot and_defeat of Johnston, they 
launched a campaign to accomplish this purpose. 
The defeat of Johnston, on the other hand, pleased Pennsylvania 
Democrats, especially the Buchanan wing of the party. Buchanan himself 
declared that the Riot is.sue had decided the fate of the last election. 
1i·e. argued that 
_. 
the maintenance and faithful execution of the 
Fugitive Slave Law; the repeal of our unjust 
and unconstitutional obstruction law; and the 
suppression of all further agitation on the 
question of s.lavery were everywhere proclaimed 
., 
as essential principles of Democracy. We 1pal-
tered on a double sense' with none of the isms 
with which out State is :1-nfested. The viciory 
:ttas, therefore, been glorious ••• I trust that in 
our State we shall have no further serious dif-
ficulty with the free soil question.11 
Pleased with the political aftermath. of the Riot, which proved to be 
an enormous resource, the Democrats who successf.ully exploited the 
' 
.. 
issue of law ~t.ld order now eagerly anticipated the treason trial. T}J.ey 
. -
: ~. ---1 
had been successful in f9rcing ti!~ task of prosecution upon the Whigs, 
who could be blamed if a conviction was not reached. On the other hand, 
1Jf a_ treason conviction could be atta·ined, the presiding justices, both 
· Democrats, would be applauded. ... _.- ......... . 
10 · 
... Whig State Journal, November 25, 1851. 
' ' 
. . llBuchanan Papers, November 125, .1851, Pennsylvania Historical 
Society. · 
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The G·rand Jury .wa,s charged on November 18, 1850 by District 
_Judge John Kane, who_argued that the indictment made.by the prosecu-
tion, led by U.S. Attorney John w. Ashmead, was sufficient to establish 
. . 
treason, if proved. However, since treason could not be tried in a 
.. district court, .K.ane s·tated that Associate Justice Robert Grier -would 
pr-eside·over the trial. Ashmead knew about Grier's unsympathetic atti-
. 
tude towards offenders of the Fugitive Slave Act; knowing the reputation 
of Grier's conduct of a trial, he thought this could become a favorable 
as's:et to the government's case. An offer of assistance from J. R. Lud-
low, a prominent Philadelphia attorney; R. J. Brent; 11the Attorney Gen-
eral of Maryland; and James Cooper, v.Jhig Senator from Pennsylvania, 
further delighted him. The appearance of Thaddeus Stevens, the anti-
- s-lav~ry congres$man from Lancaster County, for the :defense provided the. 
only definite adverse: p.ol·itical ·condition for th~ Whi-g prose.cution a:t 
·the. commencement of the trial. 
~ jury impanelled, the case started, and las·ted nineteen, .days. 
·rt, became clearly evident early in the trial that the· p·ros.ecution could 
nt,t prove the charge of treason from the evidence pres:ented.12 From 
-
that point forward, the logic of the defense increasingly _impressed 
Jas"tice Grier. Hanway's counsel argued t~at the Negroe.s at Christiana 
had ·procured anns to protect th'3mselves , against "kidnappers," men who ._ 
· __ illegally captured Negroes in ·1a:ncaste'r County and sold them into bond~_ 
age. Despite obj~ctions by the prosecution, Grier allowed the ~efense 
' to present this argument, stating 'that he thought that it would be 
12Nash, "The Christiana Riot," 72. 
"·! . 
. ,. 
"''·•·~· .--·~ 
:':~,.,:,. ·~ ""''""~···"·"\·. 
··,:,,· 
.t . 
... 
P'roper if the def·endant could· show that "kidnappers" had been in the 
neighborhood. He used ·the following analogy to clarify his! point: · 
Suppose the sheriff came to my door, and I fired 
at him out of my window and killed him; under 
such circumstances you might inf er I did it with 
the intention to murder an officer of the law. 
· But suppose I could show, that a few nights, or 
even months, ago, a person had broken into my 
house, and committed a robbery, would not you 
·infer from the fact, that my mind was bent upon 
,. s•omething else, and far from any intention to 
· :murder the sheriff?l3 
-
,·. 
The p·rosecuti(>rt could not prove· that tre,ason was committed at Christ-
iana, and the: :defense had c:lear.ly ·convinced the judge that their case 
. -l 
.. 
had particular merit. Grier .gave subtle indications of this happening 
during the ·trial, but not u·nt:il his charge to the jury did he fully 
explain his 1 fe:elings • 
On. De:cember 11, Grier began hi$ 'C}la.;rg:e t.o the jury. Disillusioned ,., 
·by· t-he prosecuti·on:1.s inept case, he c::ompletely :re·j-~cted its major-eon-
.. 
. .· . ' 
. 
. tention that the activities of Caster Hanway were· treasonous. In elab-
orating upon the ''.specia_l .sensitivity" that a corirt :must have to a . 
" treason trial, G·rier stated that. the Hanway _case wqJl.ld serve as a prec-
edent-for. similar cases. He did. no_t · want men· like Hanway to be used as 
-scapegoats for political purposes.,' especially· those __ of Crittenden Qr 
Webster, Whigs who were willing to convict ~n innocent man to· set an 
~ 
· example. He argued that the ~ase involved the ·issue of life .. a~d death, I . - . . 
e~laining to the jury that they could not pennit the a~_rocity that took .,,, 
·,. 
-place at Christiana to allow them.selves to ignore the rights ef the 
I I 
' . 
l3United S_t_a_t_e_s !.• Hanway, 26 Fed. Ca.s. 105 ,. 1~2 .. (1851,). 
~.'· 
C 
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defendant. 
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He stated that a jury of Permsylvania citizens should 
(jj 
45.·. 
properly desire vindication if the laws of their country had been in-
sulted, but that they must not convict a man of such a. serious crime 
f' 
I 
without satisfactory proof-·of his guilt. He summarized his feelings ---..- ~-:1 
\- ,_ 
by pleading for an "unprejudiced and impartial performance" of the 
courts' duties, and noted the .g_r.e.at public interest which the case 
,Jiad aroused. ~: 
The time had come. fo:r Grier's silence on the slavery issue to 
- ··- 1 
end. Seizing the opportunity to use his privileged position to com-
m.and the audience of a whole nation, he expounded his ·views. He told 
t.tie. jury that befqre proceeding to the particular questions of law, 
he wanted to· take: t·he privile·ge of· speak:i:ng of s.ome matters, -"which ••• 
having· pas·sed. b.e.fo:re- our eyes ••• may have .a tendency tp: create in our 
minds some bta.s o:n this subject, but which· s:hould- not· b.e .p·ermittt:3d. to·-~ 
affect your verdict ••• nl.4 The charge then opened with aR admission 
that the testimony in the Hanway case ol:ea,.rly· established thatr !J,a mos-t 
horrible out_rage upon the laws of the country" had beerl' committed. He 
cited the· fundamental problem -a:s a matter of the violation of constitu-
. 
tional rights guaranteed to 1ra citizen of a neighboring state •• ofoully 
___ murdered by an al"!lled mob. of Negroes." The shooting down, .beating, and 
--
' - . ' 
. 
. wounding of' other~ and. the repulsion of an office.r of the- law by force 
' --
·rurther aggravated him. The Justice ·condemned the behavior of the 
t:. : 
Christiana citizens and found that as "good ci.tizens 11 · they should have. 
--1 
supported the execution of the laws, and at least should not· have 
14 .·· ' 
Ibid.~ 122. /' 
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.. 
) .,.... .. . -
interfered or opposed them •. · He stated that "if they did not (lire·c,t.ly 
e·ncourage or participate in .. tQe outrage,~- ( they) l9oked carelessly a~d 
coldly on." His conclusioil. that it was the duty, either of the_ state 
- of Pennsylvania, or of the United ~tates, or of both, to punish "those . , · 
.. who have committed this flagrant outrag·e on the peace and dignity" re-
_ vealed the hard line he had drawn against Qthe offenders.15 It left no 
doubt in the minds of observers that despite Justice G·rier 1s opposition 
to a treason conviction, he d.id_ po.·t want those responsible for the Riot 
C 
to go unpurlished. 
·;.-. 
Paralleling Grier's demand ·f-tJr the punishment of the responsible 
criminals, a number of· newspapers argued similarly. The Whig State 
~ . 
Journal pleaded that tithe blood of Mr. Gorsuch cries for the vengeance 
- of the law," pointing_ out that the majesty of; the Federal Government 
. , 
had been defied by g.n armed body of rioters.16 Echoing these senti-
~ 
tnents, the more .. influential national newspapers, further stressed the 
point. T.hE? Washingt_on Daily National Intelligencer insisted that these 
horrible outrages "caused the most intense feeling.~ .and •• ~ the outrage 
perpetrat·ed ••• cannot, of course,·· b.ut be deeply felt.n17 Although lim-
• 't , 
,, 
ited to Negro and Abolitionist publications, a·minority.of publications 
took an opposite viewpoint. In_part-icular, The National Era, claimed 
I 
that the real "outrage upon the dignity of the nation" were not the · 
events that took place at Christiana, but were rather the indictments 
-··· 
15 Ibid., 122. 
• I 
16Whig State Joqrnal, o·ctober 14, 18$1. 
17washington Dail;y: National Intelligencer, September 15, 1851 •. 
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. 
18 · 
of treason ma:de by the government. · This view, however, represented 
I i 
....... -
orily a small n~mber of people, later condemned by Grier and a majority 
• 
of· Northerners • 
Grier, himself,. deplored the, activi·ties of tne .Abolitionists, · -
l ,.,_Li -:;•'": 
\ 
because they differed from his defirtition-cyf th·e responsibilities of 
the American peep.le and its democratic: sys:·tern of gov·ernment. He 
claimed that the American nation :~d obtained "immeasurable super-
iority" over other nations -.or~~he world, a tribute to the morality, 
' ' "' 
virtue, and religiot1s natur¢ 'Of its people. · Converse to the Calhoun . 
.. 
-doctrine, he persuaded the jury that the guarantee of American democ-
racy could be fulfilled only when the minority upheld the constitutions 
and laws imposed· ·by the. majority.. Other attempts at this form of gov-
ernment, he noted, had been ·ma.rred by ''pron1.i'nciamentos, rebellions, . and 
civil wars, caused by ·t"f1e ltis·t of power, by the ignorance of faction or· 
fana_ticism. nl9 He extended his argument to the people of Pennsylv~nia 
stating that they~had "loyalty, fidelity, and love to this Union." This 
. prov-ided .·a ra.tio:nale not only for his upcoming condemnation of the Aboli-
,, 
J'· . . . . , ( tionists, but for his final argument which pronounced Hanway' s innocence-. 
Abolitionism receiv.ed a crushi_:ng VEirl:>,a.l assault from Grier in his 
charge. to the jury in the Hanway case. The judge att~cked the Aboli-
tionists who. provoked the,·christiaria. Riot as "a few individuals of per----
1 : I 
verted :rn:telligence. 1120 The tl'agedj-, according to Gr'ieI', I'esul.tec1i from 
\_ 
. I:'' 
" 
18The Nati"onal Era, November ·_27, 1851 • 
_ 1926 Fed. Cas. 105,. · 122 •. 
2 Oibid. , 1-2·2,." 
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the teaching of advocates ·of the "higher law" --fanatics who looked · 
~ ' 
. 
' 
~eyond constitutions for, their rule of action·· .. and who took· the prompt-
. ) . 
ings of an inflamed zeal as the evidences of an infallible conscience. 
He accus·ed them ef organizing meetings all over the country and advis-
ing Negroes to commit various crimes, including murder. Blaming the 
effects of the.ir counsel for the scenes at Christiana, Grier firmly 
expressed his outrage at their agitation over the Fugitive Slave Law 
of 1850. He stated: 
••• The guilt of this- foul ~murder rests not 
alone on the deluded individuals who were its 
immediate perpetrators, but the blood taints· 
with even deeper dye the skirts of those who 
I promulgate doctrines subversive of all moral-
ity and government. 21 -
. ~·.; 
.He interpreted their activities as ha.rmful to· the nation-illegal, 
-
:tn_orally wrong, and destructive. Grier f.eared the atmosphere of other 
towps might become "tainted and pois·oned by rnaJ.e. and :e·~tna.le vagrant 
.it-b,\,; 
lecturers and conventions'" lJut found c'omfort in the f'act that both 
. the Whig and the Democratic parties .viewed the tragedy with abhorrence. 
A fresh wave of negative public opinion concerning Abolitionism 
l;>egcLn shortly after the Christiana Riot. Major publicatio~ express-ea 
- . 
similar sentimen-ts to ·those expressed by· Grier. D~signed to exploit 
unpopular activi·ties of the .A~olitionists· following the incident, news-
' 
. 
- • 1~: .... ...;. 
pape! men continuously ._:repeated .. their argument to the public!- The major -
.. 
city newspapers; including the Washington Daily Intelligencer_, the Boston 
Courier, the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, and the Philadelphia Public 
,,,, 
-
Ledger all stated their· disapproval of the advocates of a "higher law.''· 
), ' .. 
21I.bid., 122-12,3. 
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The Courier, in _particular, indicated a reversal- of attitude towards 
the anti-slavery zelots, arguing that the Riot ha~· t~ giv_e a most 
-- . serious and alarming tum_ to the thoughts of every man who had here-
. 
' 
' . 
tofore been in the ·habit of looking with forbearance upon the doings 
of t~e Abolitionist agitators. ,Like Grier, the editions did not blame 
the "ignorant and deluded blacks," but rather the "fanatics of the 
'higher lawr creed. 1122 This exprE:ission of severe condemnation, which 
appeared.in national publications still did not call for outright legal 
,: ' ' 
punishment for Abolitio:q.ist activities. However, state and local news-
•' papers, the Whig State Journal- included, advocated ·such measures. The 
Journal remarked that for the good of the country, "Abolitionism must 
be taught that ·the laws of t:h.e United Stat es are I supreme I in this· 
. 
' 
country. n23 The newspaper responses, although varying slightly in . 
' 1·anguage and attitude, in almost all -instances denounced the Christiana 
' . .I. 
Riot an~ linked its tragic consequences to the work of the Abolitionists._ 
~\ 
' ' 
A better scapegoat could not be found fo:r a ·union that had begun to fall 
a.part. 
• 
Recognizing-:the -s-e·cti:onal implications· of -t:he ·Riot and Trea.$on: 
-
-.T:rial, Grier d.esperately did ,not want his int·en;tiorts misunderstood. He 
.. 
knew that if the government's indic·tment of treason was no~ upheld, the 
•· . ~ South wou:Ld. not be pleased. For this reason, he attempted ta explain- -_ 
I . 
-his interpretation of the duties a;nd obligations of Northern citizens 
. 
22Reprinted from the- Boston Courier· in the Washington Daily 
Intelligencer, September 15, 1851. · 
23Whig State Journal, September 23, 1851. .• 
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. under the Con~titution. He argued that the supreme law of the land 
bound not only the respective states, but also the conscience and·· 
conduct of every individual citizen of the United States. He asserted· 
. 
. that the South would never have entered into the· Union without Article 
IV, Section 3 of the Constitution. 24 ·This arg~ent, designed as an. 
appeal to emotions of Northerners and Southerners who Grier thought 
' might be displeased with the final V'erdi·c-t of the case, does not dras-
tically differ from the Associa't,e .Jus:tJ.c-es··•-s later thoughts concerning 
the concept of Unionism. ije prop·os··ed in the Hanway case that if con-
trary to· gQo.cl, faith, either individuals ·or state legislatures- in the · · ,, ... 
North s:uc·cee·ded. ·in thw~rting and obstructi.ng the execution of the 
.. A:rt_icle, thereby ta·~ing awciy· .rights· .guaranteed to the South, the S;outh 
e-ould treat th:e Constitution: as :flvirtually .ap;n,u_l_l_ed" by the consent pf 
the North, and seek secess.ion from. ~riy alliance with the "open and . 
G • 
avowed covenant breakers.__'!.__ .In· t_he words :of Grier, "every compact must 
., 
' 
hav.e mutuality; it must bind ir1 al.I j_,ts parts and all its parties, or 
it bihds none. 1125 .Grier's rejection of this crucia-1 tenet to his phil-
' 
osophy of. Unionism a decade lat$:r in the Prize Cases reveals the flex-· 
ibility of his rhetoric. His_ ·sta_t.ed willingness to allow the South to 
secede in the Hanway case muqt .not be interpreted. as a serious proposal 
. 24Art~cle IV, Section 3 of the Constitution ~eads in-pa;t that 
· "no· person held- to servi·ce or labor. in one state under the laws there-
of, escaping into another, .shall, in consequence of any law or regula-
tion---th-e-rein, be discharged from such service ,·or labor, but shall be 
delivered up on claim of the party to who such service or labor may 
' tt. ' 
be due." 
. I 
2526 Fed. ,Oas .l,.05, '.·-123. 
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. to the South. Rather, the J::us:tice perceptively sensed the implica-
t1ons o·f ·th.e---growing sectionalis.m which began immed~iately following 
the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 1850. - -When the South at-
tempted secession, Grier finnly opposed this action; he would have 
1~11,1\\->,-, ,. , ,. ,.,.,. 
,, 
s'·t_ood with Jackson in the 1830 1 s and he eagerly. supported Lincoln in 
· the 1·860 1s when the South tried to leave the Union. Above all, Robert 
-Grier :rejected the- concept of dissollution of the. nation, and every 
err·.o.rt _to accomplish this met with· his resistance. 
The passage· of personal-liberty laws by Northern States, in-
c:luding Pennsylvania, disturbed Grie~, who like othe~ cksonian Dem-
1. 
ocr}rats was committed to not interf·ering: with the operation f the 
' 
So:uthern institution. He questioned if' the laws woul.d. not thr ten 
the Un.ion., an.d used the platform of the Trial t,0 ~ress his opini ~· 
. ~-: 
. . 
. . ~-""-
'l'.hes e laws allowed. aid for_ a.lleg.·ed fugit.:ive s_l~v-es., guaranteed a jury -~, 
- t:rial ·after a hearing, refused· the.· use. of ·state jails, and. enjoined 
state officers from assist}:Ilg the claimants. 26 Of these laws, Grier 
-.. 
wrote that 'those: ·states :o·f the North whose legislation made it a penal 
offense for the ~xecution of Article IV, Sectio~·3 of -t?ne Constitution, 
,. 
compelled -the disregard of the solemn oath_ taken by judicial and execu-
· tive officers. These laws proce~ded further, according to GrieT, than 
any Soutnern state held in the path of nullification and secession. 27 
Therefore,, he rejected an earlier Supreme Court decision, P·rigg v. 
---- -
. "" 
26see Litwack, North of Slavery, and Russel Nye, Fettered 
Freedom, Civil Liberties and the Slavery Controve·rs ·, 1830-1860 
(Fast Lansing: Michigan State College Press, 19 9 • 
. 
2726 Fed. Gas~ 105-123. 
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Pennsylvania (1842), which allowed their passage, but did not have 
the opportunity to fully express his opinion until the issue again 1· i .... . ~ 
' ' 
.. r~_acned· the highest· tribunal in the case of Moore !• Illinois. 
The 1842 S·upreme Coµ_rt deeisi.on 'that Gri~r rejected, Prigg !. • 
28 . 
Pennsylvania, held th,a·.t. d'espite ·the c·onstituti.,ona.lity of Fugitive 
Slave Laws, states did- not ,have: to· enforce them, because this was a 
. 
. function of the federal. gover.ntn.ent. Justice Story, speaking· for the 
. .• .... 
majority, held that the states had a right to refuse to all·o'w t·heir 
. ' judges to preside in fugitive slave cases.· This specific case re-
, 
sulted when Edward Prigg, a slave'. catcher from Maryland, forcibly cap-
:1. 
tured and returned. an alleged· f'ug.~tive to Maryland. The overriding 
·· ~- issue, however, .conce:rpeq- tn.e laws: passed during the 1820 1 s and 1830 's 
• f, ,. , I 
by Northern stci:te 1:_eg-islatur:es similar to the Pennsylvania law which 
. . 
made it almost an imp·ossibi:L·ity to remove a Negro from the stateo -
.<'Following the decision, many ·Northern legislatures further prohibited 
their officials from enforcing t~he Fugitive Slave Law of 1793, which 
. j 
fo:r .all ·prac·tical purposes m~de it vo:1:9-. These actions provided the 
. ' 
tncfin .rea.s·'on fo_r the passage of the Fugitive Slave Act of 185G to co.r-, 
rect· tlie: sit.ua.tion. . -- . 
·~n· the 1851 Hanway c~s e, Grier found the Pe rs onal Lib_erty ·1aws 
. . 
a tangential issue. In his charge to the jury, he denied that the 
- }, -
Prigg d~ctrine of. 1842 justified s't~te legislation prohibiting t.he 
execution of Article IV, $ection 3 of the Constitu}~on. And, he 
28Prigg I~ Pennsylvania, 16 Pfi,ters 519, (1842). 
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' d-quoted a part of the Prigg decision to prove his point., stating .. · 
That the master of a fugitiv'e, having a right, 
under t~e Constitution, to arrest his slave 
without w'rit, and take him away, any state leg-
islation which interfered with or obstructed 
that right, and punished the master or his 
·. agent as a kidnapper was .. void.29 .... 
.. 
-·' 
1· 
r·n. fact, he found the 1850 Fugitive Slave Act an adequate correction 
of the earlier statute, and saw no reason for resistance -to it by the 
Northern states. He stated that the real reason for opposition to 
the new law was not because of its unconstit\ltionality. Rather, the 
~et ·that· ·the act could be executed, preserving the constitutional 
rights of the master, most disturbed the Abolitionists .JO 
I·.n_ 18:.52, .Grier.rs majority opinion for the Supreme Court delin-
eated between state and· federal authority regarding fugitive slave 
a·ct·s in the cas.e of Moore V. Ill:Lnois; at issue was· ·an Illinois law 
---- , 
. 
wl'lich made .harboring slaves a criminal offense.31 The bill of indict-
ment charged tha.~ _-Richard Eel·s.· s·e:creted a Negro slave who· owed s·ervice 
·to an owner in-Missouri, -contrary·to the Illinois statute. Eels·had 
-
been indicted in 1842, and -a lower Illinois ~t~te- ,c_ourt found him.. guilty· 
2926 Fed. Gas. 105-123. · 
JOibid. 1~3. 
-·-- _....,__-
.'------'.~-· 
31The statute was contained in the 149th section of the Criminal 
Code, and read as follows: "If any person shall. harbor or secret any 
·slave or servant owing service or labor to any other persons ••• or 
shall in any wise -hinder or prevent the«ilawful owner or owners of such 
slaves or servants from retaking them, in a lawful manne-r, every such · 
person so offending shall be) deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and fined 
not·-exceeding five 'hundred dollars, or imprisoned not exceeding six 
months." 
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and imposed a fine of fou~ hundred. dollars·. 
.. 
The ~upren1e C.ourt ·of• 
Illinois affirmed the judgment. At this time, .it was appealed: to the 
United State~ Supreme Court by the executor of Eels I estate, Thom.as 
Moore. ··salmon Chase, who represented Moore, argued that ther .. ,Fugitive 
Slave Act of 1793 was constitutional, and that the power of legislating 
upon the subj:e.ct 'O.f' fugitive slaves should be vested in.;'1,Congress. If 
the power belonged entirely to Congress, Chase said, the exercise of 
I 
·' th~t ,authority· superseded all s_~ate legislation. The act of 1793 and 
t.he law of Illinois ·,conflicted with each other; therefore, since two 
laws legislating over the s~me· offense·could not exist at the same 
time, the Illinois ·statu.te had to :give way.32 Simply stated, the pas-
D . 
·-. 
sage of the fligitive· s•l~ve ·1aw by .Gong-ress made the authority to cap-
.,ture S·l~ves :entir.ely within th$ f.ecie·r~l .domain, thereby rendering the 
" 
. ' . 
state: laws uncon.s titu tiona.l. 
·The majo·r argument of Chase q~nt.ere·d .. on. Jus..tice Story's majority 
: ... J· 
opiniorf~n the Prigg case·. He clclimed. ·t:hat ·thE3 S uprerne Court had al-
.. ready de.c:ided in the case that "all state legislation upon the subject 
of fu·gitive slaves, was vo~d, whether professing to be in aid: of the 
legislation of Congress, or independent of it." _~This argument was not 
accepted by the Court,- and Grier rejected it in the majority opinion 
··----··.....:.....·: 
' 
,I • -~.~ 
. ·\ 
claiming that a.ooncur:r:-ence of_rendition power could exist between the 
r .. 
. . federal-and state governments • 
• 
p 
He a· argued that the Court did not find 
a conflict between t,he Illinois statute and the Constitution or any 
· Congressional legislation conce:niing. f~i ti v~s, for1 a number of reasons. 
\.,- .J 
32Moore !• The People of the State .2f. Illinois, 14 How 14. (1852). 
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T·he Illinois law· :neither· iriterfered in any manner with the _owne·r ·or 
\. 
. 
claima:nt i:n the exercise of: ··:his rights to·1 .. ·a:rrest and recapture his 
.. 
. :slave, nor interrupted,-- delayed, or impeded the right of the master 
· .. u -
to immediate posse.s.sion. The statute ·gav.e no immunity or proteqtion. 
t:d. the: :t'ugitive a.gainst the master,. and acted neither· on ·the rights 
.of th_e mas:t.e:t· nor on the remedy available to the slave. Rather, 
Grier claitneq.· that the law was '-'but the exercise of the power which 
every State is admitt~4.: t.o possess, of defining offenses and punish-
ing offenders against :Lts· laws." He concJ.ude.d that the states never 
, .. 
. 
-surrendered the. J1ow~:r· to-· make regulations "for the res_traint and pun-
ishment of crime-,. fo•r the :preservation of the health and morals of her 
.. , .. 
·'t··'· .. ··. · .. ·. · · d" f'. · th .. :,, •' 'b1·· •.. • n33 c1.- -iz ens·, -an· .. o e pu · ... 1c peace • 
.. 
In the Moore case, Grier based his argument on ~:the right of 
s·tate·$ to exercise police powers. He insisted that under this auth-
orlty, they ~ad a right: to: make it· a crime ·-to introduce paupers, crim-
• 
inals, or fugitive slav:es·, ·within their borders, and punish those who 
thwarted· this polic·y by "harboring, concealing, or sec-reting such per-
sons." Some ·o_f th.e s.ta~~s, he noted, found· it necessary "to protect 
themselves against the influx either of li.b·e·ra.ted or· ·fugitive slaves,. 
- . 
. . 
and to repel from t·he-~r s·-oil a -populct·t.ion like] .. y- to b:eqorne burdensome 
: _ _.: and injuri~1:].S, eithe_r as paupers or criminals." Also he :11ncluded -as 
a rationale -for exercise of this power by the states the argument that 
experience -proved tha~ the type of conduct prohibited by the statute 
:in question demoralized the -citizenry, destroyed harmony and kind 
33rbid., 14-18. 
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, feelings between citizens. of ·the Union, create:d ·berder feuds, and 
... 
¢aused breaches of the p,¢ace, violent assaults, riots, and murder.34 
~ 
. r 
. . . 
' 
--This could only have·be~n a reference to the Christiana trial 
of. less· than-·~ year before. In the Hanway case, Grier made it clear 
···~,~· 
tM.t, he saw the Abolitionists_ in open disregard of the Constitution; 
he condemned their actions as destructive to the tranquility of the 
Union.3~ In the Moore case, Grier recognized the right of a State to 
defend itself against evils of such magnitude, and punish those who 
perirersely persisted in conduct which promoted them.36 This, was an 
., illusion to the· fact that in Pennsylvania no s:tate laws existedl to 
enable what Grie:·r·· c-onsidered: proper. v.indica·tion for·· the'· Christiana 
_ affair, a horrible tragedy which ha_d. ·not escaped his thoughts. He 
·:c:lain1ed that those persons respoQS~b:_le_: for the Riot should have been 
.liable to punishment. Grier did not doubt that both the federal gov-
ernm$nt ctnd. the state could· punish an offender, for t.h~; one act co - .. 
·-
rni.t:ted at Ch·ristia:na. res:ulted in two offenses, both: ·njust·lyu. punish-
aole.37 
Grier's attitude falsely gave the impression -t:e-,many people that 
hts bias .. es we·re pro-Southerp. In particular, the Conscience Whigs, 
articulating "their vie~S- in the Pennsylvania Telegraph, claimed •that 
'·4.: 
-- ·•' 
- the Justice -.seemed anxious throughout th~ Hanway case "to hang s-omeone;· 
34Ibid., 18. .~ 
- :.-. 
· 3526 Fed. Gas .-~J...02~ ;~esim. 
3614 How 114' 1 18. 
,; .. ·-!'-· 
J·7Ibid., 20. 
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to appease .. the.South."38 The accusations of these criti.cs prov_ed 
that they entirely mis interpreted his intentions. In hi.s final in-
struction~ to·the jury, Grier revealed that his commitment was to 
A 
adjudicating a law, am he concluded that the question of its consti-
tutionality could not be $ettled by juries or by conventions of lay-
men.. He then proceeded in a fair interpretation of the law, finding 
that although Hanway might have-been guilty of riot, robbery, murder, 
or any other felony, he could no.t be found guilty under the bill of 
J 
.indictment charging him with treason, unless he intended to levy war 
against. ·tne United States. He proposed the :analogy that other -crim-
i'~ls, like smugglers, opposed laws that- ciid not please them; however, 
·t.hey w~-re felons and not tra.-i..tors. He decla.re·d that in cases involving 
- fugitive slaves, "their insurrection, their violence, however great 
thei.r numbers may be ••• cannot be called levying war ••• the political 
distinction will. remain between war ci:h_(i robbery. One is public and: 
national, the other private and pers.onal. n39 
·convinced, therefore, that :riot and murder, offens,es. against the 
S·ta.·te Government, had been committed, but that it would be a d~ngerous 
'J'.>irecedent to extend the crime of treason to a doubtful case,·· Grier;· in_ 
'his "shrill and piping voice", concluded his charge in the Hanway case. 
The" final verdict of not guilty, a direct result of his influence, was 
I 
• 
-
"savagely resented ••• even by those 'Wh9 w~re satisfied with his legal 
0 
38Pennsylvariia Telegraph, December 17~ 1851~ 
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_ conclusion.~;4o The case had been decided in a manner typical in 
·Grier's -courtroom. 
. . 
- Grier's charge a·nd the verdict of the jticy pleased 'the ant:i-
_-slavery people. Shortly after the culmiriatit>n of the Hanway case, 
the Pennsylvania Anti-Slavery So~iety held a large convention in 
Philadelphia which was addressed by J. R. Giddings ~nd William·Fur-
ness. The delegates passed the: following resolution: 
·, 
Resolved, that we heartily congratula.te one 
a.nother, and the friends of liberty throughout 
the land, upon the auspicious result of the 
recent trial of Caster ·Hanway; and that the 
efforts to revive in this country the obsolete 
and infamous doctrine of constructive treason, 
and to paralyze, by the terrors of dungeon and 
the scaffold, not merely the fugitive's cher-
ished hope of maintaining his freedom, but even 
. the liberty of the pr~ss · and freedom of speech 
on ~he subject of slavery, have so signally 
failed; a~d that in the general rejoicing of 
the people, in view of this result, we see an 
evidence of the progress of our cause, and a 
sign of its future triumph.41 
Many segments of the North and- South- resented the outcome of the 
-
case; most outraged, Attorney General Br$fit of Maryland, wrote Governor 
, 
Lowe of the "egregious errors Qf law committed by Judge Grier. 1142 His 
,. 
_persona·1 involvement, . howev·er,. was neither shared by the Whigs., who did 
. 
. 
.-
not· wish to revitalize the issue, nor by the'- I)_emocra.ts, wh.o had nothing 
to gain by a direct attack upon Grier. . i--' . 
·. 
--· '· 
: 40iI-ensel; Christiana, pp. 87 ... 90.· 
41washington Daily Intelligencer, December 23, 1851. 
I 
42Mar:ylan<;i State Documents, December 22, 1851. · 
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·In ·the United States !• Hanway, Grier lea,:rned~ a great det:0- .a.bt>ut 
. 
the divisive issue of slavery. The task· of ·resolving the problems ttlat 
• f•· •J•q•,._ 
arose due to it provided a difficult task to· which he devoted himself. · 
.. 
His position as an Associate Justice of the Supreme Court and a Circuit 
' ' 
_Court Justice_demanded this devotion, not only to duty, but also to the 
Constitution and laws of the United States. In perfonning his role, 
:$.rier wanted, above all, to maip.ta.:iJ1 an orderly and harmonious Union; 
in 18.51, he believed that a mq.jority of citizens agreed with· him. Cor-
rect in this b·elief, Grier. attempted to fairly interpret the Fugitive 
S.lave Act of ... 1850 in the Hanway case, and despite bitter sectional ani-
mosity and statewide political hostility, he succeed~d in· reaching a 
fair conclusion. He di.d :npt favor the South, and his· opinion of Han-
·wa:yJs .innocence displeas·.ed many people of that section. A man of mod-
era_tion, Grier did not ·48-sire to unfairly punish a man who was not 
gailty, nor did he .. want to· ·s.et ·a radical precedent in an important 
case. He understo:od that elernentp· o.f s.ociety di.d no .. t· agree with the. 
·institution of slavery, ·but was convinced that ;most ·p~opl·$ of.both· 
.. . <.. • 
Permsylvania and the ·Utlited .s·t·ate.·s: wotµ;d support any "C·onstitutional 
law. Through9ut _the decade, Grier would rest h;s .case upon commitment. 
to the nation's law. In the Hanway case, affected by many adverse c<?n~ 
ditions, Grier, again pledging his -allegiance to the Union, did not 
. succumb to the persuasions of less committed men.· 
,. 
.. ', .• . ' 
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No theories or opinions which you or we may 
entertain with regard to liberty and human 
~ghts, or the policy or :justice of a system 
of domestic slavery, can have a place on the 
· bench or in 1 the jury. box. 
Robert G·rier 
Van Metre v. Mitchell 
------
. , 
,,-:~.,...;_:.__,: 
• and Oliver v. Kauffman 
----
CHAPTER IV 
f'HARBOURING AND CONCEAUNG" : . . 
.. , ~ .... ' ' . ,,., 
,. 
J' 
.I· .. 
I 
·occasiona.lly, Judg·e .. G.rie_r was summ(ifie.d.·to .A11·e.gheny· C:ounty, where 
;. "': \ 
he had previously ~at on the b.ench, to pres.ide .ov·er important cases 
-·arising in the. Western District of the Th:ird C·ircuit in Pittsburgh. 
·r-n October, 1853, a c.ont.roversial fugitive slave q:ase, Van Metre !.• 
Mitchell, demanded. :his :presence. Seven yea·rs after his resignation 
from the Allegheny C,o.unty Court, Grier now came to Pittsburgh with the 
.r-':--~& statur'e of an ,Associat.e J·Ustice of the Supreme Court, and, more impor-
· .tant, with a definite potnt ?f.'ViS-w"·onthe divisive·issue of slavery. 
\ 
··~ 
The Pittsburgh Case arose from the flight of two Negro slaves in 
April 1845, ·from Virginia to Indiana, Pennsylvania. Their journey 
(~ 
brought them to the hous·e of a man identified as "Mitchell," the defen-
dant in the case, who was: charged with "harbouring and concealing" them. 
Although never proven, it was common knowledge that._Mitchell was an 
~ct_ive participant ·in an __ organized -a~oli tionist group that resided . in 
i-"·· 
the area. John William Waliace, Jr., the court reporter, claime~ that 
the defendant appeared to be "a, Friend of t}J.e Black Man." . He spoke· . 
... 
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. intemperately against Southern plante_rs as "kidnappers, dealers in 
human flesh, mons·ters in men I s form, and emissaries of hell," and, 
among ·other things~ he cautioned agents to be careful how they inter-
~ 
. I fered with Negroes in Indiana,. for they were armed and wo~ld fight. 
When the alleged slaves arrived at Indiana they were given in-
st~uctions to move into a vac~nt house on Mitchell Is farm, where they 
.were given food, clothing, bedding, ·utensils, and a cow. They were 
e·mployed by him on _the farm, and ~lsq wo:rked -for the neighboring far-
mers; the money they earned was .used. for weapons and ammunition. They 
remained on the de·f endant' s farm fc>."r four months. Mitchell was aware 
tha·t.· they .were fugiti·v·~: ·slaves and that Van Metre, the plaintiff ,in the 
case,. owne.d · them. The townspeople .also knew that the workers on the » • 
M.i·tche·ll farm were sla:ves, but the:re was no ev.idence that the defendant 
' de·sired· to "conceal''. the -fugitives·, ex~ept tn.at: h_e once ·requested that. 
_.,-
..• 
his ·partner find ernplo.yment fo·r them .at ·a saw m1·11 s-·ome dis.t.ance from 
1~ the town so that- ''they would :b_e out of the way.'' 
The cas.e of Mitchell was not ·peculiar; many similar cases appeared 
·in ·fede·ral courtrooms throughoti t the country. Yet it afforded the judge, 
:$ti: :this case Robert Grier, another opportunity to further expound his 
· views on the Fugitive Slave Act, beginning with the basic question of 
-
-~extradition. of alleged fugitive slaves • In his charge to the jury, the 
~-
Justice stated that the· -extradition of criminals or· slaves from one 
• 
country to another ·had generally been considered a matter of comity and 
D 
not a right. He cited this principle as coming fro!Jl the Jewish Code: 
1Van Metre v. Mitchell, 28- Fed·. Oas .1036 ,37 •(1853) .:, 
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"Thou shalt· not deliver unto his master the servant ·which has .e·scaped 
·from. his master unto thee •••• " (Deut. xxiii 1.5), and claimed that the 
.. 
laws of the· United States were assimilated to those .of the Jews. There-
-
fore, just as the Jews forbade extradition of escapees into Judea from 
.. 
a foreign. nation, the United States also would not deliver slaves es-
... 
caping from another nation. However~ above this law of conscience of 
the Jews, assimilated by the United States, stood the Constitution 
which carried with :it certain obliga..ti.ons of c.itize~. According to 
--Grier, "while we would no.t _ deli·vetr up ·s·J.aves es ca ping from a foreign 
' 
nation, the people of ·t:l1eJ3:e United S.tates, as one people, united under 
.. 
a comm.on government, have bound thernselves .by ·the g,reat charter of their 
Union, to deliver u.p slaves esc~ping from :one:: stat:e td· another." Grier 
cited Chief .Jus·t.ice Tilghman of Pennsylvania to s-tibs·tanti:ate his phil- -
(ls:ophy o·f "cons·titution :above conscience:" 
-: 
Whatever may be our pri va·te opinions on the 
subject of slavery, it is well. kncai that our 
Southern brethren would not have consented 
-
to become par~ies to a constitution, under 
which the United Stat.es have,; enjoyed so much 
prosperity, unless theirp7'6perty in slaves 
had. been secured. This constitution has been 
adopted by the free consent. of the people of 
Pennsylvania, and it is the du~y- of every man 
to give it a fair. and candid construc_tion and 
carry it into full force and effect.2 
/ 
····-· 
Grier rejected the defense arguments that the "whole legislation 
on the subject of s.laye __ :ry is i·n ~erogatiori of- human li9erty"' and that · 
slavery was merely ~ocal institution. 
approach led hirq. to the conc·lusion· that 
. . 
Rather·, .. his constitutional 
... .f .... , 
his court must rule ·on- the 
2Ibid., 1038-39. 
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.. 
legal questions, and not judg~ the .case· ·on the starrda.rds of the jury"s 
moralit,y. He, therefore, set ou-t ·to discover the Tneaning of "conceal-
ing" and harbouring" as expressed i·n the 17.93 Fugitive Slave Act. 
,, 
(Since the alleged act occurred before 1850, the s·econd Fugitive Slave 
Act did not apply in .:this case).· 
In the process ·o.1' .:his ·argument, Grier_ denounced the Pennsylvania 
r 
.legislature's passag_e ,o·r· a personal liberty law at the past session, 
., 
:claiming that the law ~ncouraged mobs to rescue fugitive slaves, and 
.. e.:nc,ouraged resistance against the re·c1am.a.tion of slaves. More impor-
-·· 
tant, he reaffirmed his Moore doctrine, stating tha~ __ for "the honor of 
•.- .. 
the statei• .. he had to assert that the aim and objective of the 1793 leg-
.islation must .have. peen: tnJJ3rep·r.es·ented. He claimed that one ,·certain 
:. 
-~hing was tha:t no possible ·penns.:ylvania· legisl~tion could be· allowed 
'-
to: inter.fere with .arty ,act o·;r· Cong:re.ss. Again, Grier's ar:gument was 
s:i..mply ·t:b.at .s.tate ·legislation !,.p.at interfered with fede.ra·l: fugj~tive 
,· 
\ . 
slave laws was void. Onl~--i legislation that a:ided the federal 
law· :could be constitutional. 
• The heart of the case was the -decision if Mitchell had "harbored 
or concealed" the slaves, after-notice that they were fugitives from 
labor. Two· major: questions presented themselve~: first, what was 
. 
•I 
,1' 5 -----· 
-
meant by "no.t,ice"; and second, what constituted ___ "harboring." "Stare 
decisj,s'' s·ettled the first, for in Jones v. Van Zandt, a Supreme Court-~· 
. -
I.' 
decision in._which Justice· Grier participated, "notice" was defined as 
"knowledge." A s.pecific notice, either oral or written, not given by 
I • • \ 'J 
\ 
' ll ... 
·--
Van Metre to Mitchell ·in this .case, was not necessary. It was enough, 
·-..9. 
' • °f 
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/, claimed Gri.er, if the defendant knew 4hat the person he harbored was 
• 
a fugitive ~rom labor.3 
The S~cond question was also, in part, decided by the Jones!• 
Van Zandt precedent. Grier informed the. jury that the "harbouring 
made criminal by th~ 1793 law required some other ingredient besides 
--~~ "~"a mere kindness, or charity rendered to the fugi tiv·e. The "intention" 
, • Q 
- ,. 
or "purpose" which accompanied the act had to encourage the fugitive 
to further his escape, or to impede and 
" 
in desertion __ of his: master, 
fru.stra~e his reclam.ation.4 Or, stated in"the words of Justice McLean's 
.o:pini.on· in Jones v. Van Zandt: 
The act must evince an intention to 
the vigilance of the master~ and be 
lated to obtain the object.~ 
elude 
calcu-
. . 
When he applied the.se stringent. standards to the actual ··case 'before 
him., Grier ·found th.at the· facts: strongly fav-ored the plaintiff. He 
C1$.imed that if the uncontested facts of the- case were true, then the 
defendant did shelter and entertain the· slaves -with full knowledge 
that they were fugitives from laboro _Mitchell's actions encouraged ·· 
' 
.. 
them to desert their master-, and frustrated their arrest. 
Al though Grier had clearly expressed h:i..s anti-abolitionist views 
-
previously, he always made it a practice to warn the jury against bi-
~sing their opinion in cases inv_olving them. In Van Metre v •. Mitchell, 
-
,,.. - -
Grier again attempted to safeguard the defendant's rights, while making 
"' 
~. ' 
3Jones v. Van Zandt, 5 How. 
-
2·16:~ - (1847). 
• 
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clear his unalterable conviction that the law stood abo,re ·c.~nscience 
I 
, 
in. cases involving slavery. He insisted that the "fraudulent intent" 
re(luired by. t.he Act to .constitute illegal harbouring could not be 
measured by the religious or political notions of the accused, or by 
the correctness or pe!:'ersion of his moral perceptions. The law, 
Grier argued, would not tolerate the excuse of "some men of discorded 
understanding or perverted conscience" who thought it "a religious duty 
to break the law." An individual connected with any society for the 
purpose of assisting .fugitives to escape their master, by giving shel-
ter and protection. to them would b.e legally liable to the penalty of 
. 
-
the Fugitive Slave Law. According to Grier, nei.tn.er the opinions of 
an individual's associates, nor his conscience c:ould: b:ef us·eq. a.fl a.n 
~xc·us·e, for the fi.rst commitment of all citiz·ens of the:· United States 
._wa.s t:o the laws of the- ·;nation. Conscien·ce. had to be subordinated to 
· the 'Cons.·t:Ltution for the_ good of t_he· nation. 
Grier recogpized the n~·ed$ f.or free speec.h and. assembly·, and did· 
. 
·no:t re·j:ect their importance in- the fugitive slave controversy. In· Van 
·-Met re v. Mitqhell he tpld the jury that "with any opinions of the de-
--- -
r- -( 
·fend.ant, you have no concern." Arguing that a man 1 m.ay adopt and enter-
. ta.in as optnions "whatever-folly likes him,u· Grier noted. that as long 
' 
as they remain- "opin~ons" a man must, go unpunished. Mitchell was on 
' 
··-··· 
·t:rial for his- acts, claj.med: the Justice; he had to be judged "justly, 
witholl.t favour of fear" by th~ court and jury.6 
6Ibid., 1041. 
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With a11 · .01··_ the fac·ts uncontested ··an.Q. all of ·the points _ef · law 
,. 
explaine.d by Grie.r .in the manner exposed by his own ·rhetoric, the · 
l 
0 
verdict was predictable •. Grier, in summing up, offered the jury two 
alternatives. First, if there was no intention of encoura·ging the · 
-
escape of the fugitive or impeding or frustrating his recaption 0r 
reclamation_ by his master, the jury was to find for t.he defendant • 
. . 
On the other hand, if "he has afforded shelter. and entertainment to 
the fugitive to further his escape, and enab.1·$d him to elud~ the vig-_ 
ilance of his master, the ;Jury was to find -for the plaintiff the amount 
.of five hundred dollars·. .A choice between the two alterna·tives, how-
. . ' 
ever, had been all but -de·.cide:d :Oy th~ Judge, and the, jury promptly 
chose the latter. 7 
A second fugitive slave case arose in Jus·tice· Grier's circuit 
shortly .after the Van Metre v. Mitchell .. c~se was decided; the Penn-
-
sylvania Eastern District'case of Oliver et al. v. Kauffman et al. 
-
afforded him the ·opportunity to ·reaffirm. the princ_iples expressed in 
the Van Metre case, to reiterate his sentiments co:p.cerning the Hanway 
trial, to repeat the Moore doctrine, and defend his r11"l;i..I1:g in Ex Parte · 
-
Jenkins. Oliver v. Kauffman did."not arouse the excitement that its 
---- -~ 1 
p~redecesso·rs did. In fact,· the only complete record of the case was 
p• 
later found in _a Scr~p Book or· ~he Circuit Cou-rt. The lack ~of atten-
. . . 
. .. ' l . . -
tion the case received ·in 1~53, however, ·is now made up for ·in its · 
: ,provision or· a rich illuminat·ion of Grier 1.s philosophy, express~d in 
... 
.. ~an unusual atmosphere of relative calm when compared to the extraordinary 
. .,. 
7Ibid., 1042. , .. I .-
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. ·. ,politically-charged atmosphere tna.t surrounded. many other .fugi_tive. 
slave cases • 
.,-
·'· 
' ... ·.~ 
The plaintiffs in Oliver Jt al. v. Kauffman et al. were the 
-
1\. -' 
··=-~- children of Shadrach S. Oliver of Maryland, who bequea~h~c!. his estate, 
which included twelve slaves,_ to them upon his death in February, 1846. 
Twenty months later·, the slaves escaped from Maryland to Pennsylv.ania, 
and were pursued unsuccessfully by an agent. The slaves were traced 
. ' 
-
4.. - .-~.-· 
through Chambe:rsburg into Cumberland County, where, the plaintiffs 
claimed, they were harbored ·by the defendants, Daniel Kau·ffman, Stephen 
Weakley, and Philip ·Brec·kbill. The plaintiffs laid damages at twenty 
" 
thousand dollars, and t~e defendants pleaded "not guilty." 
Since Oliver v. Kauffman dealt with the same points -of law as 
----
did the Van Metre case, Justice Gri.er re.read his charge to the jury 
.from that previous opinion. He reiterated his conviction that the law 
; ... 
. -
of the land stood above conscience in :cases i~volving ri,ghts guaranteed 
by the ·Constitution. Al thoug,t.1 wa.rnihg· the jury ~gainst .prejudice in 
-· -· . 
. 
their ··dec_ision, Grier's own b:i..a.s. towards the· groups which vehemently 
attacked him following the :Pittsburg_h case was not cam~uflaged. He 
'• 
spoke of the "odium attached to. the name of 'Abolitionist' ( whether 
justly or unjustly, it matters not)." He also pleaded with.the jury 
not to jeopardize the rights of the Abolitionists, despit.e their 
"insolence" and disregard ·ror Southern:rights. 
The original trial of the 'Oliver!• Ka·uffman case tc>ok place 
. . . 
b"efore the 1851 Hanway trial, and was used by the prosecution in their_ 
-
argument. Grier found it the "unpleasan~ duty of t·he court" to notice 
..• 
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68 
t:his,. and proceeded to discuss. the part played in the Christiana Riot 
. . . 
by Abolitionists, stating that the "outrage" was the result of "the 
.. 
- . ' 
· seditious and treaf3·onab_le doctrines diligently taught by a, few insane 
f .· . t. . "8 ana -ics. •·•. 
. -
In Oliver v •. Kauffman, Grier also atte,mpte·d to cla:rl.fy other 
-
clouded issues'· that had arisen in ·two years since his controversial 
opinion in the Hanway case. He answered the personal cha~ges that 
B:rent had made in his widely publicized report to Maryland'~ Governor 
Lowe. He attacked Brent, stating that the trial had been conducted 
~ 
mostly by the Attorney General, yet the prosecution had wholly failed 
in proving that Hanway was guilty of the crime of treason, with which 
he was charged. Grier argued that sufficient ev.tdence existed to prove 
, that a riot and murder had been committed, but the prosecution, not the 
' . 
:•· ·; 
judge, failed to indict the right persons for ·the proper crime. Grier's 
main point in this discussio~ was th,.at although those.who interfere with 
slaveholder's rights must be punished, a court could not condemn .an in-
dividual just to appease the South or the state _of Maryland. Grier con-
cerned himse:lf not ·only with Brent's report, but with other published 
,j 
.official sta.tements, "offensive ·doci+ments1' · as he called them, which he 
. ,...., 
described as "neither.a_correct exhibition of the good sense and feel-
. . 
-ings" of the people of Maryland, nor '·'of the· legal knowledge and cap-
~ r 
. 
- acity of its learned and eminent bar.119 - . -,~ '• 
. . )• 
Boliver et al. 
\ 9Ibid. , 6·59 • 
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!• Kauffman et al., 18 Fed. Cas657t,;658,(1853). 
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Grier, like most N9rthern Democrats, respected· the rights of 
Southerners ·guaranteed by the_ Constitution, but rejected outright · 
· Southern extremist demands, fin(ling them as unreasonable as Northern 
Abolitionist .views. Fearing radical Southern propaganda that. had been 
circulated since the Hanway case, would have an adverse influence on 
-
the Oliver jury, he explained to the jurors that they had to treat 
"ignorant and malicious vituperation of fanatics and demagogues," 
whether from the North or South, ·with "utter disregard. nlO 
Finally, afte.r many indications in past decisions of his bel·ief' ·· 
that the Constitution stood above conscience, Grier _finally stated 
forthright in Oliver v. Kauffman that: 
----
""": 
.. 
--:--:· 
This constitution, and these laws enforcing 
it, are binding on/the conscience of every 
good citizen and honest man, so long as he· 
continues to.be a citizen of the United 
States or of Pennsylvania, while Pennsyl-
vania continues to be a member of this Union. 
Those who are unwilling to acknowledge the 
obligations which the law of the land imposes 
upon them should migrate to Canada, or some 
country whose institutions they prefer, and 
whose institutions do not infringe upon their 
tender consciences.11 
-
~G-rier, the ref ore, was .. firmly committed to upholding the law of slavery, 
- only. because -it was necessary for the preservation of the Union •. Cer-
tain· obligations were required from. its members, which could not be· 
... 
·- -
. repudiated if its members s o_ugbt the benefits -of the Union. He acknow'-
ledged that the people of Pennsylvania, on the whole, opposed the 
, .. 
10Ibid., 659. 
11Ibid., 661. 
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. institution of slavery, and proved their opposition through its aboli-
tion within their borders. But they had to acknowledge the right .of 
other stat~s to make- their own institutions, he argued, for the obli-
gation of belonging to the Union imposed upon them a necessity to up-
. 
hold-the ."solemn compact ••• made with the.sister states.n12 
The credibility of Grier's Unionist argument was en~anced by 
another theme, previously expressed in Moore v., Illinois •. Most likely, 
--- t, 
he wanted to defend Pennsylvania's sovereignty because of accusations 
made by a leading Pennsylvania newspaper that Grier had off ended the 
rights of states· in Ex Parte Jenkins. A duplication of· a major tenet 
of the Moore doctrine expressed his concern for the rights of the 
state.· Grier .found ·it "impolicy and folly" o·f making Pennsylvania 
. . 
.. , 
"a city of refuge for the refuse population." He argued that Pennsyl-
vanians resented the transportation of foreign white paupers .and crim-
inals, and that even the co act that Pennsylvania. ent·e:red· :.into with 
.• , 
the other states did not compel the state to submit to such a grievance. 
This was not inconsistent, claimed Grier, with aiding the Southern 
states of the Union; for when Pennsylvania repelled fugitives to pro-
• 
tect its O'Wll population· against undesirable immigration, it aided the 
Southerner's _"covenanted right of reclamation. nlJ Grier thought this 
_ fonnula to be a· satisfactory answer not only to Pe:rmsylvania advocates · 
who had challenged the Jenkins doctrine, but also-to Southe·rn advocates 
of state rights. 
12Ibid •. 
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The case of Oliver v. Kauffman also answered a most basic qties-
tion about Justice Grier: Was he ;in. favor of, or did he actually 
. 
oppose, the institution of slavery? .. In his charge to the jury, he 
boldly stated that "the good citizens of Pennsylvania" were· opposed 
to slavery, :l)ut they revered the Constitution and laws of their coun.;.. 
try. Since one must assume that the Justice placed himself within 
the category of "good citizens," he therefore, opposed- slavery. But, 
.r 
moral judgments for Gri.er, could. not stand" in the way of the law, when 
~- . 
-· 
the continuance of the Union was at stake. Since the North had already 
•.,. 
compromised, allowing the existence.of slavery despite its actually 
. \ 
moral opposition to the institution, it must :be allowed to continue; 
otherwise, the .compct'ct betwe-en the states would crumble. Although 
_,. .. 
Grier disliked the enslavement :of men, his first obligation was to the 
Union. This feeling_ is best revealed in Grier's.praise of individuals 
who morally oppose·d sl-avery, yet his denunciation of Abolitionists who 
broke the law. 
Grier despised all extremists in the nation mainly· becaus·e o-f · 
--
their potential. threat to t:he Union. He believed ·that it was possible 
that the "unfortunate subj~ct of slavery" had "perverted the moral s~ 
timents" of- many citizens, both in the -North and the· South. Slavery, 
-Grier claimed, could originate "peculiar notions" which would be ''hos-
...... ...., ,; 
tile to· the stability _of this Union.'' Although he saw the_extremism-
on-both _sides as an increasing phenomenon, in·l853 his belief was that 
the "morbid epidemic" had only affected a small num,ber ef citizens. 
:· ' . 
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. , ~ According to Justice Grier, ae-tivity disruptive to the s~bility 
of the Union was unpatriotic, and the actions of Abolitionist groups 
fitted -ip.to this category. He observed that Conventions "for plotting 
disunion, for defiling the gJves and ·maligning the memories of the 
Pa~riots of the Revolution, for reviling and denouncing the officers 
•' 
of our government" hB;d met with little encouragement from any persons 
• - • .....,...,. \I 
,, 
who professed to have any regard for "religion, morality, or the law 
of the land. 11 If the American c~nry would follow the advice of 
, 
·these Con:ventions, Grier argued,, Civil wa"r and bloodshed would surely 
.follow. 'He hoped that the "incendiary doctrines," and the apostles·, 
:who madly propagated them would meet especially little success, in 
Pennsylvania. There was a great difference between· the "friend of 
the Negro," who Grier claimed to admire, and the Abolitionist. Asso-
ci~~~ions of · philanthropists and true friends of humanity, he pointed 
out, existed since the day o·f Benjamin Fra·nk·lin. These groups per-
-
formed useful social. ftmctions such as to· protect the "colored man1' 
from- the "oppressive g·rasp of the kidnapper" and- to "elevate his char-
acter." These J'friends of religion and humanity," however, ·"have no· 
' . 
connection with those unhappy~ agitators who infest o_ther portions. of 
' 
the Union, and with mad ze/il, are plotting its ruin. 1114 
Concerning the major issue of the case, Justice Grier's inter-
pretation of "harboring and concealing". in Oliver v. Kauffman went · 
. 
. -
._ .. beyond that of Van Metre v. Mitchell. In the Oliver case, he broadened 
------
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·his argument to include the constitutional issue of property rights. 
- . ' 
He relied upon the historical examples of ·the Jewish Code and also. 
· cited cases'. concerning harbor:i,-ng of ·an apprentice from a master under 
the common law. In the latter, claimed Grier,· "the law gave an action 
J 
on the'case to the master, because it considered it a wrong or injury 
to the master that his neighbor should encourage o~ protect his ab-
L 
sconding apprentice, instead of sending him back t~ his master." The 
·Jewfsh Code, he repeated, did not require that an escaped ·foreign slave 
be delivered to his master. The conclusion from these two examples was· 
I 
that if the states of the United States continued to b·e independent 
.governments, foreign to ea.ch other, the state or· Pennsylvania would not 
be bound to deliver a fugitive slave to another state. But, claimed 
Grier, one of t-he great obj_ects- ·of ·tne Union, whi_ch all citize~ ... were 
bound to support, and the :ConstitutioD:, which was the supreme law of 
t·he land, was to make the people :into one nation. He added that it 
was well known "that tl:ie Southern states would not have become parties_ 
t,o this Union, but· for the s-:olemn compact· of the other· s·ix.ites to ~ ~ro-
' 
·,: tect .. their rights in this speci~s of prope·rty. nl5 
'.· 
" Since the points of law in Oliver v. Kauffman were the.same as 
----
those in Van Metre !• Mitchell, ~he charge to the jury by Justice Grier 
,,,,. ' . . 
·in the latter was a repetition of- the fonner; agai_n, he' cit.ed Justice 
-McLean's· opinion· in Jones v. Van Zandt. His ·rinal words in the Oliver 
. -
. •- , 
case clearly expressed his confidence in the impartiality of the · 
15:rbid.) 661. 
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American judicial system, for Grier undoubtedly thought that the 
I , 
-
federal jud~ciary was the most capable_ branch of government to deal 
\ 
effectively \Lth the problem of slavery. Although he was firmly 
' 
committed to t~e principle that "equal and exact justice should be 
\ 
\ , 
meted out both t~ master and servant, --to slaveholder and Abolition-
, 
ist, 1116 Grier fel~\ that the Union depended upon respectfor the law 
. 
~- by all members of the compart. 
:!n the Oliver case, conflictin-g: ·evidence made a decision more 
(1 
di.:fficult than in the Van Metre case. The jury failed to reach unan-
·imity, and Justice Grier discharged it. Beyond this failure, the case 
. 
revealed a g:reat deal .·ctboq.t Robert . Grier; it presented .an opportunity . 
for him to clearly expr·ess · the ideal of Unionism, and helps. the his-
torian to b'etter understand why Grier voted i.n favor of the Dred Scott 
decision. His most fundamental commitment was to national harmony,: 
w~ich he strongly advocated f,or twenty-three years as an Associate 
Justice. His early Third Circuit Court opinions pr_oved that he had 
neither a p~rticular bias against -Negroes, or a peculiar love of the 
t' "Sout·h, or a great fondness of the institution of slavery. Rather, in 
the years of increasing sectional __ conflict, Grier believed that the 
" ___ ,, . . () 
c>"nly possibility of keeping the Union together was for the North to 
respect the rights guaranteed to the South by the Constitution. Three· 
· _ years later, ·in Dred Scott v. Sanford Grier's vote reaffinned this 
-
• - -1 
belief. ' . 
'' -p 
l6Ibid., 664. 
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. '. A principle of the Jacksonian faith had been violated when the 
United States ·Supreme Court decided, against the original persuasio.ns 
of ·As~ociate -Justice Grier, to make its broad ruling in the Dred Scott 
Case.17 
i 
The Court, composed of seven Democrats, five of them Southern, 
had gained respect and dignity in the-past two decades under the lead-
ership of Chief Justice Taney, and the Court appeared to newly elected 
~ 
President James Buchanan as an ideal place to dispose of the trouble-
.. 
.. l 
some, unresolved -popular ·sovereignty ques-tion. Although Grier disagreed 
at .first with such an undertaking, urging judicial restraint, 18 he fin-
:a.J.._ly agreed wit.h _Buchanan on the national benefits of a judicial deci-
sion concerning the·,Missouri Compromise. The burden of his participation 
in the case was large, but the Pennsylvania Justic·e was willing to risk· 
_ his own and the -Court's prestig:e i:rt the caus.e of pre$erving .the Union. 
Aware that his many Northern critics would. attack the Court's Southern 
based decision and his· participation in it, Grier, nevertheless·, strongly 
. J 
·believed that the federal judiciary could mediate the issues in the case 
of Dred Scott !.• Sanford satisfactorily. After the prompting of the 
President- and _other justices, he overcame his -initial opposition to the 
. 
. 
resolving of a controversial national. slave-case, and was convinced that_ 
. •, . i 
t·he Supreme Court could reach a successful conclusion, as he had managed 
" 
in fugitive sla.ve'cases·that arose in the Third Circuit Court during the 
. . .......... 8c 1 · -, ea-rly 1 ;;,O s. He had weighed the alternative.s carefully before ag-reeing 
17For a full comprehension of the Dred Scott Case seeVince~t·c •. /·).-:· _ 
Hopkins, Dred Scott's. Case (New York: Atheneum, 1967)j imd 19 ~Ow 4.6Q (~J~6;}L ·.· 
18!robert Grier to James Buchanan',· February 23, 1857, Dickinson 
· -College • r·-. 
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76 
·to participation _in the infamous decisi·on, but overcame his reluctance 
when -convinced of .. the. sinceri. ty of President-slept Buchanan's request · 
for his needed assistance. Despite hesitations, Grier found it diffi-_ 
cult to turn down· ·the ·first .request of a· man of similar party and state 
· ·in whom the electorate had just expressed their confidence. 
Buchanan became aware of Grier's adamant attitude through his 
well-known correspondence with Justice Catron. The Te.nnessee jurist 
infonned th.e President-elect that the ma.jority of the Court was forc~.9-
. 
-
to de"cide on _the Missouri Compromise question by the two dissenters, 
Justices McLean and Curtis. Catron was concerned that Grier should not 
occ~p- "so. doubtful a ground." The Pennsylvania Justi-ce, he claimed, 
had been persuaded "to take the smooth handle for the sake of· repose.n19 
In conference, Grier did. not explain his views to the other justices, 
and Catron, who was attempting to maneuver the Cour.t into a pro-Southe~ 
' 
·decision, wrote to Buchanan to urge him to infonn Grier "how necessary 
it· is--and how. good the opportunity is to settle the agitation by an 
-
affinnative decis:i.on ·.of- t.he Supreme c·ourt·, the. one way or the other. 1120 
·- ' 
~ Catron wanted to indirectly influence Grier to vote w-ith the Southern 
' ,''':","' 
··-· .. 
j·ustices, because h~ knew .that· ... Grier would .not vote with the South merely 
to appease that section. He knew that the opinion of the President-elect 
'-
· would -be more convincing than the arguments of the other justices. 
19Philip Auchampaugh, "James Buchanan, The Court and the Dred 
Scott Case,'~ Tennessee Historical Magazine, IX· (1926), 226 .• 
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Buchanan, convinced- t·hat Catron1s s·uggestion would prove to be 
. . 
-~--- mutual political benefit, wrote to Q-rier, urging him ~f the neces-
., 
., 
, Sity of the Court I s decision. 21 Al though Grier had not always . agreed 
~·. 
with Buchanan in the past, he was impressed w~th the idea that he 
could play a crucial- role in the diffusion of a potential political_ 
·explosion. He vie¥ed the President as the greatest unifying force in 
the nation, and, therefore, put aside his hesitations about ruling on 
·f} the Missoµri Compromise in the Dred Scott Case. He was w:illing to 
... 
,. 
- . ~ 
gamble his prestige and· the power of -the Qourt to alleviate the pres -
. 
sure which Buchanan claimed had been building in the ·nation. Although 
' 4 .. -· 
the Dred Scott decision would activate extre·mists, especially in the 
North, Grier finally .decided that it would pea positive investment 
in .uniting 'a nation· that had been steadily drift_ing apart since the 
passage of the Fugitive Slave A.-"C~t. in 1850. 
21rhis let1<er has been !ost", 
the response of Grier to Buchanan, 
Dickins on College • 
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but the content can be assumed from 
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They have cast their allegiance and made war 
on their government, and are none the less 
enemies because they are traitors. 
Robert Grier 
The Prize Cases 
CHAPTER V 
THE TRIUMPH OF UNIONISM 
• 
' l 
-.,, ' 
In ·t,;t1~ 1860 1s, Justice Grier continued to carry out his deter-
mination to uphold the Union through strong support of the federal 
goverrnnent. During the decade of the 1850 1s he had come· to terms with 
the meaning of Unionism, the threat of secession,. and the definition 
of treason. But it was not until the beginning of the next decade that 
these abstract c·oncepts took_ ·.on real significance, when the outb~ak of 
C·ivil War in· t_h.e·: nation t·ested the .principles which he: had earlier ex-
·"" 
. ,. · pounded as a, fede,rc1l circt1-it judge and Associate Justice ·of the Sup·reme 
,.;· 
,· -. 
'.· .. • 
. Court. Grier, who faced with the pos:sibility of the demise of the gov:-
ernment which he had s,erved for almost three decades, reaffirmed his 
. 
commitment to the Union by supporting the 1,,J"O_fq.s ~nd deeds of those men 
who equally shared his sense of duty. 
As early as December 29, 1860, a few days after the South Car-
olina sec.ession convention, Justice Grier revealed that· he had become 
.disturbed.by the political _affairs· of the.nation, for; ~n ·the past four 
----· 
.. 
years· the nation ·had grown fartb.er apa.:rt during .. the Presidency of Buch-
li 
·; anan. He explain~d that the situation _in -the·· country was getting "worse 
. 
and worse," and he placed the blame for a movement towards anarchy upon 
' ' 
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Buchanan's cabinet. Grier claimed that Buchanan was ."wholly unequal 
' 
. to the occasion," and judged the men who surrounded the-- President as. 
0 • • 
"enemies ··of the Union." In thes·e pronouncements, he did not sound 
. 
like a man who had been denounced as a prop of the Taney Court, friend 
of the Southern secessionists, and. servant of Buchanan. Rather, he . · 
qad be~ome increasingly more vocal about his disillusionment with.Buch-
anan's administration, which had grown from the. early days of his ad-
. . 
ministration. His rapport with the executive branch had been shaken 
··.th.rough the even~s of the years following the Dred Scott decision. 
'Grier had voted f·or the Dned Scott decision, beca·use he believed that 
\ ' 
,r ,}J 
... 
, .. 
. ' . i.t would have strengthene.d the faltering Union. Now, he felt that des-
~ 
. . 
pit.e· the efforts of the judiciary_ to enable the continuation of the 
(j 
. 
. 
JJ:nited .s·tates, the exe·cµtive branch, und~lr Buchanan's leadersh,~p, had.- ~ 
. , ... ,., .. ,., ... ,.~.:,,. 
..... -.. ..,_- ' 
. ' 
I 
gros:~ly failed. "We are/ governed by fools and knaves," he wrote a 
f:riend "and we have not a 1m.an 1 for the occasion." The Justice's 
,··.·. . ' 
.attaqk upon Buchanan and his administration was bitter and personal. 
0 
After dining with the President a few days after Christmas in 1860, he· 
came to the conclusion that thefChief Executive was getting "very 1old 1 
- -very fast." Buchanan I s predicament was_ a combination of having fallen 
on evil times arid confiding in his enemies •. John B. Floyd, Secretary of 
,· 
War, was singled out by Grier as a "traitor and one who has conducted. 
his office -:,in a m.anp.er t9 disgrace this administration and plunder the 
- -
country. 111 
,., ------·• 
Floyd, a careless and inefficient S~cretary, had been 
· 
1Robe~t C. Grier to Audrey H. Smith, December 29, 1860, "Special 
Collectionsfl of the Morris Room, Dickinson College. , Grier's primary 
purpose jn wri.ting · the lette·r was to try to collect a debt of one 
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connected during hiS rollr year tenn with loose· dealing and corruption. 2 
Grier. t~ought that ·~hrough his unethical and disloyal practices, Floyd 
· had been .. plotting t·he nation's destruction,·and saw Buchanan's hesita-
tion ·to dismiss the "menacing _individua1n· as a sign of. the President's 
. . 
weakness and lack ··of commitment to the Union.. Grier. confided that he 
\ 
would not be astonished, frorrr what he heard privately, if Floyd was 
. . ~ 
i 
arrested and Buchanan impeached within the next two months. He claimed 
that due to a lack of leadership·in the nation, the cabinet could break 
up within ten days, leaving the country without a government. 3 
But, Grier only partially attributed the coming national disaster 
to the Buchanan administration. A more fundamental cause of the nation's 
growing weakness appe_ared to him to be "extremism" in both sections of 
the country. Although he was unclear about who these fanatics might 
have been, he claimed that a conspiracy existed between "the scoundrels 
North and South," who were "working together to c;livide the Union." Dis-
union, he argued, would destroy the mutual benefits of the nation, and 
would certainly be followed by "civil war--servile ·war.and ruin and mis-· 
ery to. b·oth part~es." The .simple· solution to the problem, according to 
this life-long Democrat, was for the people ·to ris·e in their majority 
. · 
1( Continued) thousand dollars owe~ to him by a railr~ad company. 
The reason he wanted to precipitate payment was his fear that his next 
qaarter,ly salary payment would be the last he· would recei
1
ve from tlle 
United States Government. 
. . . 
2Roy Franklin Nichols, The Disru~tion of American Democracz 
{New York: The Free Press, 1948), p. 18. . 
3orier to Smith, December 29, 1860. 
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and rebuke the extremists, or else expect everything to go to ruin.4 
His own contribution would be made through court decrees in which he 
would participate in the months ahead. · 
Grier's prophecy of di·sunion shortly thereafter became a reality 
with~ .. !.~e outbreak of hostilities between fh,; North and South in 1861. 
> 
On October 2.5, six months .. after the bombardment of Fort Sumter and 
three months following the demoralization of Federal troops at the 
first battle of Bull Run, the case of the United States v. William 
-------
Smith came before the Third District c·ourt of the Third Circuit in 
Philadelphia where District Judge John Cadwalader-=--and Circuit Justic·e· 
. . 
Grie:r presided. This p:resented an ideal opportunity for Grier to ex-
press his hardened views on the indissoluble nature of the Union, a 
concept Andrew Ja.c:kson had :promoted three decades earlier. 
• I 
In the c.ase, William.· Smith, a Confederate privateer, was charged 
with the crime of piracy, ·but Smith's counsel argued his innocence on· 
, 
:the grounds that he acted lawfully under authority granted to him by 
. . 
the Confederacy. In his charge to the jury, Justice Grier disagreed, 
and he took the opportunity to state his convictions concerning· inter-
·ference with federal authority, upon which he rested his famous opinion 
.~,,.-. 1-' . 
. 
· in the Prize Cases· two .years later. In addi t-ion to setting forth points 
-
.. 
t 
of law co~ing piracy, Grier's- opinion reached out :to include the in- __ 
terna-tionai legal principles of "civil war" and· "rights of insu-rgents •" 
In arguing th~ case, Furman, Sheppa~d, coUDBel for the defense, 
contended that,, although property may be violently taken on· the high 
0 
4Ibid. 
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seas, if it is done by authority of a state in prosecution of a war 
, V 
a.,ga.inst another state, the persons action under such authority are 
not guilty of piracy, and cannot be punished as such. The judge .. 
claimed in his charg~. to the jury that there was no doubt. about this 
' 
contention, for the definition of piracy was "depredation on or near 
the sea without authority from any prince or state." 
Grier rejected the implication that Smith was acting for a sov-
ereign power, the Confederacy. He argued that it did not follow that 
every band of conspirators who combined together for the purpose of 
rebellion or revolutio·n or· overturning the government of which they 
wer~: citi~ens or sub·jects, became I ipso facto I a separate and inde-
pendent ·memb·e r of the great family . of ·Sovereign states • This state-
m~nt represented a total rejection of the existence of the :Confederacy 
as.' an indepe·ndent, sovereign authority by the federal: .court and by . 
J.ustice Grier, who concluded ~the following:· : 
A successful rebellion may be termed a rev-
olution, but until it becomes such it has no 
· claim to be recognized as a ·member of the 
family, or exercise the rights or enjoy the 
privileges consequent on sove.reignty.5 ·-·- · 
_,.,,'I;,; .• ~. 
In October, .. 1861, Grier did not· feel that the southern··states' at-
tempted rebellion.against the federal authority of the United States 
-had been- a successful revolution, and therefore found. the Confederacy 
unworthy of legal recogn.iti.on as· a-. -sovereign p(?-wer. 
' 
5united States !• William Smith, 27 Fed. Ca~. 1135, (1861). This· 
case, heard by Grier in the Third Circuit Court should not. be confused 
with the Prize Case, a Supreme Cou·rt majority opinion he w·rote two 
years .later. . 
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This raised the question in _Grier's· mind' of how ·the courts of 
i'I) 
"?-., ....... , 
· the United States should determine the legitimacy of the Confederacy. 
He _answered .the question by stat.ing that when a civil war raged in a 
nation, and one part separated from the old government and established 
V 
., I : 
. a distinct government, the courts of the United States had to view such 
a contested ·go~emment as it was viewed by the legislative and execu-
tive branches of the fed~ral government. All governments, claimed Grier, 
. . ], .. 
were bound by the "-law of self-preservation" to suppress insurrections. 
. . 
. 
Neither the number, nor the power of the insurgents who carried on a 
civil war against their le·gi timate sovereign power entitled them to be 
~ ' 
considered a. s.tate. The fact ·tt1.a.t. a. ·civil War existe~ for the purpose 
; ' 
, . . _:., : . ,· 
. ., 
.of suppressing_ a :r,ebellion was _pro·of· to Grier that the United States 
:r·e·f··used to accep:t t·he :r·ight of the Southe:rn, states· to be considered 
:.c ,,; ·-
sovereign. Consiequently, Grier .saw. ·his .Court 1 s function as the execu-
tion of the laws of the United States, and viewed those in rebellion 
as traitors to their counitry. This was an offense which Grier had re-
fused to apply to Abolitionists in the Hanway case ·a decade earlier, 
but one which he did not hesitate to apply to "those who plunder the 
property of our citizens on the high seas as pirates and robbers. 116 
The Smith case provided a preview of Grier's greatest decision 
r 
-'iis a Supreme Court Justice. He would not tolerate actual secessic>n 
· by the Southern States frorn.:_the Union., and was wi_lling to support an 
' ' 
unyielding President and Congress on the crucial issue: As the situ-
_.., 
ation grew worse -in the next two years, Grier prepared for his most 
6rbid. , . 1136. 
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important. contributiot1 ·t·o ,·the Uniofi.-:rne·1>·rize Cases, the product of 
· . Grier's genius, has been characterized as the most significant deci-
. . e . 
sion hande~: down during the Civil War. 7 In the tnajori ty opinion, he 
rose above partisan and sectional politics, and emphatically forced 
his philosophy of Unionism upon the divided nation. 
··-· 
The issues of the Prize Cases centered around the events follow-
ing April 19, 1861, · a week after the bombardment of FQ rt Sumter, · when . 
President Lincoln, to prevent the South from access to foreign markets·, 
h.a.d ordered a blockade of southern ports. It was ~ot until July 13, 
1861, when Congress was in session, that approval of this action was 
given. During the three months, the United States government, as a 
. 
result o·f the blockade of the entire Confederate coast line, had seized 
,,.a. ·number of ships and condemned their contents as prizes. Lincoln con-
tended, however·, that the existing conflict was an insurrection and not 
a war; therefore, he claimed the Confederacy could not be recognized as 
. 
. 
a belligerent sta:te. He wa.nt~d to enjoy the advantage of international 
·r·, 
. <Ct 
law ·regarding prizes, yet deny a sta.te of. war existed for other purposes 
such as the possible intervention of foreign powers. 
The political questions presented in the Prize Cases were similar 
,, 
' 
· in intricacy and complexity a·y those which were presented in the Dred 
Scott decision. In both cases the executiv.e branch .made clear its stand 
on the issu~s to be q.ecided, · and tn both cases,- although the results 
were fa.voraple to ·the President, the Court•~s decree was far from a unan-
imous mandate •. In the P,rize. Ca~es, timing was the most crucial factor. 
7s:i,.lver, Lincoln's Suprem~ Cou:rt, p. 109. 
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in detennining the fi:nal_ outcome. For in 1862, when it was possible 
for the cases to be heard, two vacancies existed on the- Taney Court. 
·By· 1&63:, two Lincol·n appointees had been added, providing the neces-
:sa.ry majority ·that uphe_ld his blockade. It was the delaying tactics , 
. -
of Attorney General Edward_ Bates that allowed this development to 
occur. Until arguments before the Supreme Court began in the Prize 
Cases, two_ years had lapsed since ·the outbreak of hostilities between 
the North and South. Since there were many .prize· cases pending before 
the Court, the Court granted permission for the following four cases 
to be heard "en bloc": The Brig Amy Warwick, T;he Schooner Crenshaw, 
The Barque Hiawatha, and The Schooner Brillante. Argument of the 
cases continued for almost two weeks. Richard H. Dana, Jr., district 
a··ttorney from Massachusetts brilliantly· performed for the gove.mment 
t, . 
and most likely saved the government from a catastrophic defeat. 8 
It was crucial for Dana. to strike a delicate balance in his argu- .. 
:tn.ents to win over at. least two justices in addition to Justices Noah 
Swayne, Samuel Miller, and David Davis, all Lincoln appointees who cer-
tainly would ·support the President. He set forth the government's major 
contention that fr) the power with which you a.re ah war has interest in 
, l 1 , , 
-
tlie transit, arrival, or existence of a ship, as· to make its capture ~ 
. ·-· ~., . . - ' ' 
one of the fair modes of coercion, you ·may take it. War, according- to 
' ' 
·'-the Massachusetts attorney general, was a "state of things,'' and Con-
' gress did not have to declare it. The- -President could exercise war 
powers without such a declaration, for he has the authority to "repel_ 
·,.' .. '!;• 
8rbid. , p. 109~ Th¢' Pl'ize·. eases , 2 Black · 635 (1861): • · 
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war with war." In doing so,,, the President was exercising the nation's· 
rights.as a belligerent power. These rights, however, did not apply · 
to the Conf~deracy, for a sovereign nation's rights were different 
from those of the insurgents.9 
Dana I s forceful and logical argument won the support of two 
Democratic Justices, Grier and James Wayne, who had voted affirmative 
' 
in the Dred Scott case. Both held similar views to .t,he government's 
' position. Chief Jus.tice Taney, who disagreed with the majority, cho,se 
.. 
Juqtice Grier tQ, write the majority opinion, since the three Lincoln 
appointees were newcomers to the Court, and Wayne was a Sou_themer. 
Grier's tenure of seventeen. years as a· loyal _member of the Taney Court 
'n~d earned. for hi,m tb.e respect of ·raney, and gave -him the distinc~ion 
: :o·f delive·ring an important writt:en- majofity opinion in opposition to 
l 
the Chief Justice and: ·o.the,·r just:Lces whom he had s-o often concurred 
with ·on previo.us crucial votes. Taney absented himself ·from Grier's 
reading of the opinion, and Justice John Catron, a member of the Taney 
Court since ·a year after its inception, retired from the bench before 
• 
the reading was finished.lo 
Grier's disagreeme_nt with the Chief Justice and acquiescence to· 
the President 1-s wishes_ in the Prize Cases was consistent ·with his ac-
1 
tions both before and after the case. Previously, it had been.the 
I 
- .Associate Justice 1s policy ·to accept arguments which he t,hought to 
• • . ' • l 
· · paSS11Il .- . 
9The Prize Cases, 2 Black 6JS,t, ,,.,_ ( 186-J). Alse cited in Siiver, 
Lincoln's Supreme Court, pp. 110-11. 
10see: New York World, March ·11, 1863, and New York Tribune, 
March 11, 1863. 
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favor cont-inuance of a hannonious union. He attempted throughout the 
1850 1 s in the fugitive slave cases to accomplish this· goal, and in 
the Smith case demonstrated how· far he was willing to bend, in the 
face of open warfare, - to promote unity. By 1863, however, he had be-
come thoroughly convinced that only if·--the federal government, which 
"1: , ... ,.· •. 
his al1egiance was firmly pledged to by a lifetime of public service, 
was victorious could a lasting Union be cemented. Therefore, in the· 
. 1 Priz·e Cases he rejected the notion that a war must be deqlared, and_ 
'':'·, ' • .,4 
:,~'-,: ' 
defin~d war as -nthat state· in which a nation prosecutes its right by 
force. 1111 Grier·'s patience had worn thin, and like the majority-of 
, ,,. •,· .,. ,,. ,,.~ .. , ..... 
Northerners, he, _too, felt the time had come for a showdown of polit-
ical and military force. 
·_Before addressing him.self· to the ·particulars of t-he four cases 
appealed before the Court, he ··explatnefd that two propositions of law 
affecting the ultimate decision on them had to b·e discussed and de- -
cided. They were, first, "Had the :eresident a right to institute a 
' . 
blockade of ports i·n possession of pers,ons in armed rebellion agains<t. 
. 
' 
the Government, on the principl·es of tnte-rna tional law, as known and 
acknowledged among civili~ed S_tates?" Second, "Was the pmperty of 
persons domiciled -or residing within th.ose States a proper subject of 
. 
capture ••• on th~ sea as enem~es I prope.rty ··" His opinion of the former 
, . 
.. {,,' 
~atter was ·dealt with-at length,~-and comprised the heart of his -ruling; 
·the latter received less attention. 
' . 
~, ,. 
112 Black\ 635 ·, 966 .· 
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. Grier answered the first question in the affirmative, c.laiming 
·' 
t:hat Lincoln 1.s action was legally correct and supported by the powers 
.. --·-:;-·--:,' 
de-iegat.ed by the: Constitution to the President as interpreted by pre-
V.ious: legis:.lation. He explained: 
· .. He has no power to initiate or declare a war 
either against a foreign nation or domestic 
State. But by the Acts of Congress of Feb-
ruary 28th, 1795,,and 3rd of March, 1807, he 
is authorized to call out the militia and use 
the military and naval forces of the United 
States in case of invasion by foreign nations 
and to suppress insurrection against the gov-
ernment of a State or of the United States.12 
-Grier further contended that· although the President cannot ini-tiate 
war, he is bound to accept the- challenge without any special legis-
lative authority~· Despite the fact that the hostile party .. in this 
case was a group of states in rebel.lion, rather than· a foreign in-
. . . 
vader, a state of war existed through a "unilateral" declaration. 
·The duties of the Presidency bound Lincoln to meet with force the . . 
ch.allenge to the United States "in the shape it presented itself, 
without waiting .for Co:hgFess to baptize it with a name; and no name 
given to it by him or them could· change t·he fact." 
The ·opinion in the Prize Cases of Grier was his personal decla-
. . 
ration of war against the South. Hi·s concern was the "de· facto" ex-
· istence of a civil war which began by. an insurrection against the 
. 
-
lawful authority of the Government •. Therefore, in his agreement wit~ 
. 
. the administration the President had the authority to institute a 
blockade, he also found it necessary to face squarely the fa.ct. that 
' . ., 
12Ibid., 668.· .. , r -·--- ......... -
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war existed. His rationale was bolder and more imagi~ative than -his -
· opinion in the United States v. William Smith: 
,. -,, 
-------
A _civil war is never solemnly declared; it 
becomes such by its accidents -- the number, 
power, and organization of the persons who 
originate and carry it on. When the party 
in rebellion occupy and hold in a hostile 
manner a certain portion of territory; have 
declared their independence; has cast off 
____ their allegiance; have organized armies; 
have commenced·hostilities·against their 
former sovereign, the world acknowledges 
them as belligerents, and the contest a 
~war' .13 . 
'(. 
-
... ,..,~ . 
••·"'"·'··.·--;{ 
·,;, 
G_:ri:er used common law, as well.. as· common sense, to justify his posi-
·t,ion on the :existence of a civil war. He argued that when the Courts 
. . 
··of Jus.~ic.e cannot be kept open and the regular course of justice_ is 
-~ ~ ., . 
int·errupted by revolt, rebellion, or insurrection, by ·the sages. of . ,, 
; 
c:ommon ].:aw; c·ivil war exists. Concurring with this fact, Grier found 
tr$.·t the very proclamation of a blockade :was "itself official and con-
·clus:ive :evidence to the C.ourt that .a. state of war existed which de--. . . . . .. '. . ' 
' 
. 
~ 
manded and· authorized a re_cours.e· to :suc:h a m.ea~ru_re., under· the circum-
stances peculiar to the case." 
• j 
The Ass-ociate Justice also ~settled the. question of the conflict · 
that :rqight have arisen as to the- belligerent rights of· sovereigllty 
that the Confederacy might have had in wartime •. He had denied to the 
administration the privilege of _calling the conflict mere~y .. a.n·: irisur- ~-~ 
,.,.,,, . 
rection, and he labeled the struggle a "war." However, he further· 
concluded that "it is not necessary that the _independence of the · 
• ·--~----
13Ibid. 
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revolte·d.proy-irtce~: or" state be acknowledged in order to constitut,e "it 
., ... 
a party belligerent in a war according to the laws. of nations." . He J. 
refused to have the Government's power's crippled by "subtle defini-
tions and ingenious sophisms'' th.rough the "teclmical ignorance ~f the 
existe-nce of war." He viewed the conflict _as "the greatest civil war 
known in the· history of the human race," and feared the human conse-
quences resulting from i·t. The compassion for all of his countrymen, 
both North and South, is reflected in his decision, and certainly was 
a consideration in his mind. It was oniy necessary to concede to the 
Confederacy the belligerent right. of exchanging prisoners to "mitigate 
the cruelties and misery produced by the scourge of war." 
On the sec·ond question of "enemy property," Grier again upheld 
. ·,..__ 
the administration's basic contention. He argu~d that in org~p.~zing 
·t:heir rebellion, the Confederate South "acted as States" and claimed 
sovereignty over all persons and property within their limits; this 
; c'laim would be dec·ided by the wager of battle. ·He r~garded the terri-
- t. -~ 
.-•· ., •.• ,.,, .... _1•1,1 .. , 
·tory and ports of the South .as held in hostility to the "General· Gov-
ernment," and contended that the Confederacy "is no loose, unorganized 
insurrection" without boundary or posses_sions. Rather, Grier explained 
that it had a boundary marked by a line of bayonets, south of which was 
the enemies' territory, because an "organized, hostile, and_belligerent 
. . 
-
power~' claimed and held the territory. Therefore, he reached the con-· 
"' 
clusion that all persons residing within this territory whose property · 
may have been used to increase the revenues of the hostile power could 
··- . 
be treated· as that of enemies. T·hey had cast off thej_r_allegiance and·_· 
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·therefore had to be_ cons:idered as enemies and traitors by the United 
>S,tates Government. Finally, he stated ti.lat whether property be liable 
to capture as "enemies' property" did not depend on the personal alleg-
iance of the owner. Rather, 
It is the illegal traffic that stamps -it as 
'enemies' property'. It is of no consequence 
whether it belongs to an ally or ei tizen. The 
owner, 'pro hac vice,~:·, is an enemy.14 
~-
· Having set forth the principles of law in the Prize Cases, Jus-
tice Grier simply applied them to the facts of the cases, reaching · 
..J similar conclusions in all four. Since the claim.ants of The Amy War-
wick were all Virginia residents, the contents of the ship, when seized, 
constituted 1·egal prize. The Brillante, The Hiawatha, and The Crenshaw 
were all condemned for attempting to navigate through the blockade. 
·' 
. ' 
The dissenters-, Taney, Catron, Clifford, and Nelson all concluded 
.. , 
that -until tp.e aqt of Congress on July 13 only an insurreotien existed. 
. ~ 
T.he :dissenting: opinion, written by Nelson concluded that the conflict 
from April to July was a ."pe~sonal war" of President Lincoln,. who should 
hcive waited for a declaration of war from the Congress. They argued~ 
. ... 
th~t no citizen "can be punished in his .person or property unless he . 
. 
. 
has committed ~ome offense against a law_ of Congress passed before the 
· act was committed, which made it a crime, and defined the punishmeht. 1115 · · 
. . 
. ·Despite the vigorous prates t of the minority, the loudest and · 
~ 
clearest voice of the· Prize .Cas·es was that of Justice Grier~ His ' .. · 
./·, 
14Ibid.,- 674. I 
. .( 
· 15Ibid., .· 690. 
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devotion to the Union, expressed on numerous, previous occ~sions was 
_ reaffirmed in the greatest judicial crisis of the Civil War. His vot,e 
and opinion played a crucial role in a decision that "reinvigorated a 
·nation that had s-een much tragedy and defeat for two long years." Sil- 1 
~-
. 
ver argues that "a defeat at the hands of the Court at. this_ time would 
-have shattered the morale ·of the, Union." He regards Grier and the four 
·· jus·tices who conc-urre·d in 'his m~jority opinion as ,i·men whese devotion 
;. Qt,/ I' 
tb the Union sue.cored it during this time bf unparalJ,.eled challenge. 1116 
Robe.rt Grier s erve<;i -. tl1.~ nation in a difficult and troµbled time, 
0 
s_ectio~ai crisis continued ·t.o· grow, he attemp~ed to us·e: his- authority 
' 
,as ·an Associate Justice .of· :the Supreme Court and Circuit Court Justice 
to relieve the nation :_Of: s·orne of the frustrations it had been exper-
iencing. The du,ties h_.e: perfonned in the Third Circuit in adJudicating · 
. ' \ 
issues· of the fugitiv~ :$lave acts were important not only in the state 
of Pennsylvania, but also in the nation. His greatest decision, The 
Prize Cases, demonstrated the commitment to which he had adhered for 
_ the previous decade. Tlµs allegiance was neither pledged to a political ,,, 
l ' 
rganization or to. any_ one section of the country. Ra.ther~ -- Grier stood 
· for the nion, as Andrew Jackson did. in ·the 1830 1 s. Afforded the tenure 
·~· 
. . 
--o-f a- position in the 'federal judiciary, political considerations did not 
. 
-
•\ 
·-
a ff e 6 t his· crucial de.cisions; his philosophy of Unionism represented an 
. ( 
·extension· of Andrew Jackson's interpretation· of the concept expressed · 
during the Nullification Co:q.troversy. In a much greater political· 
16silver, Lincoln's Supreme Court, pp. 110-ll. 
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" 
conf~ict, Justice Grier withstood the temptation of 1·oyalty to only 
the party which he owed the fortune of his high position. Instead, 
he supported President Lincoln ·in 1863, as he had supported the fug-
itive slave acts during the 1850 1s, and the wishes of President Buch-
• 
anan in 1856. He resented. the attempts of any ci tiz·en who contributed 
to disunion-Northerner, Southerner,. Abolitionist, fire-eat~ or pol-
, / 
.~-. ~ 
itician of either party. He personally disagreed with the institution 
' . // 
·of :slavery, but subordinated ·his personal, moral,, and political views 
I', .. ..., 
£0 the constitutional obligation, which ~/e1t bound all citizens of 
/ 
/',, 
the:· -indis:soluble ·Union. 
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U.S. Supreme Court Written Majority Opinions - Robert G;rier 
Case 
Walker v. Taylor 
Cook v. Moffat et al. 
Comm. Bank of Conn. v. 
Buckingham's Executors. 
Stacy v. Thresher 
Curtis et al. v. Innerarity 
Bowling v. Harrison 
Sheppard et al-. v. Wilson 
Bush v. Marshall et al. 
Wagner et· al. B~ird 
Norris v. City of Boston 
Peck et al. v. Jenness et al. 
Colby v. Ledden 
Shauhan et al. v. Wherritt 
...... ~ ... "".~. 
Citation 
5 How 64 
5 How 295 
5 How 317 
6 How 45 
-6 H·ow 147 
6 How 248 
6 How 260. 
6 How 284 
7 How 234 
. 7 How 455 
7 How 612 
7 How 626 
7 How 627 
Year 
1847 
1847 
1847 
1848 
1848 
1848 
1848 
' 
18£9 \ 
1sU9 
/ j ~ 
1849 
1849 
1849 
Dissenting 
Justices 
State of 
Lower· Court 
o Kentucky 
Woodbury New York 
Ohio (S .C.) 
McLean & Wayne Louisiana 
Florida 
(territory) 
Mississippi 
Iowa ( terr.) 
Iowa 
Ohio 
Mass. 
New Hampshire 
New Hampshire 
Kentucky 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
A 
D 
R 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
R 
A 
A 
A 
~ . 
i 
! 
l 
I 
I 
l 
f 
I 
' i 
f 
I 
I 
• 
t 
' j 
} 
I 
I 
l 
I 
Case 
I 
Stearns v. Page 
Williams v. Benedict 
·-
Phalen v. Virginia 
Reed v • . Proprietors of 
Locks and Canals 
Sheldon et al. v. Still 
Prentice v. Zane's 
Administrator 
U.S. v. Price 
-
Strader et al. v. Baldwin 
Humphreys v. Leggett et al. 
' Atkinson's Lessee v. Cummins 
. 
• Bayard v • Lombard et al. 
Hallett v. Collins 
Steam Packet Cg. v. 
Sickles et al. 
Cotton v. U.S. 
I . 
' : 
() 
/"'-._ 
. \ 
' 
·. ':' .... ~_---,a-:','~.__-•• 
,. 
Citation 
7 How 819 
8 How 107 
8 How 163 
8 How 275 
8 How 441 
8 How 470 
9 How 83 
9 How 261 
9 How 297 
9 How 479 
9 How 530 
\ 
10 How 174 
,_ 10 How 419 
11 How 229 
Year 
1849 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1850 
Dissenting 
Justices 
McLean, Wa.:yne, 
Woodbury 
McLean, 
Woodbury 
> 
.. 
State of 
Lower Court 
Maine 
Mississip~ 
Virginia 
Mass. 
Michigan 
Virginia 
Pennsylvania 
Ohio 
Mississippi 
Pennsylvania 
Pennsylvania 
Alabama 
D. of Col. 
Florida 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
A 
R 
A 
A 
R 
'A ~ 
A 
D 
R 
A 
A 
A 
·R 
A 
" ' ~ 
,, 
I 
l 
I ; 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. .. I ·. 
I 
' 
' 
i ( 
Case 
Parks v. Ross 
Randon v. Toby 
Gill v. Oliver's 
Executors et al. 
Dorsey. v. Packwood 
. 
Dundes et al. v. Hitchcock 
Union Bank of Louisiana 
. ·v. Stafford et al. 
New Orleans Canal and 
Bank·ing Co. v. Stafford 
U.S. v. Simon 
The Richmond and c. Railroad 
Citation 
11 How 302 
11 How 493 
11 How 529 
12 How 127 
12 How 256 
12 How 327 
12 How· 343 
12 How 433 
Co. v. The ·Louisa Railroad Co. 13 How 71 
Weems v. George 
Walsh et al. Vo Rogers et al. 
., 
Day v. Woodworth et al. 
Pillow v. Roberts 
Moore v. Illinois · 
13 How 191 
13 How 283 
13 How 363 
13 How 472 
14 How 13 
Year 
1850 
1850 
1850 
1851 
1851 
18.51 
18.51 
1851 
1851 
1851 
1851 
18.51 
1851 
1852 
Dissenting 
Justices 
McLean,Taney, 
Wayne, 
Woodbury 
State of 
Lower Court 
D. of Col. 
Texas 
Maryland 
Alabama 
Texas 
Texas 
Louisiana 
McLean, Wayne, 
Curtis Virginia 
'· 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Mass. 
Alabama 
Illinois 
Affirm 
~ o.r Reverse 
A 
A 
R 
R 
R 
R 
A 
A 
A 
A 
R 
A 
!1··.· 
i; 
.. 
I 
ll 
i 
. ) 
/ 
L 
Case 
Rundle et ·a1. v. Delaware 
and Raritan Canal Co. 
Q 
Doss et al. v. Tyack et al. 
Winder v. Caldwell 
Phila. and Reading Railroad 
Co. v. Derby 
Doolittle's Lessee et al. 
v. Bryan et al. 
Boyden v. Burke 
Citation ~ 
14 How 80 
14 How 297 
14 How 435 
14 How 468 
14 How 563 
14 How 575 
Deacon v. Oliver 14 How 611 
U.S. v. Ducros et a.lo 1.5 How 38 
Rockhill et al. v. Hanna et al. 1.5 How 189 
Corning et al •. v. Burden 15 How 252 
Corning et al. v. The Troy 
Iron and Nail Factory 15 How 451 
Yerger v. Jones 16 How 30 
Piquignot v. The Pennsyl-
vania Railroad 16 How 104 
Marshall v. Band o. Railroad 16 How 314 
Year 
1852 
1852 
1852 
1852· 
1852 
1852 
1852 
18.53 
1853· 
1853 
18.53 
1853 
18.53 
1853 
Dissenting 
Justices 
State of 
Lower Court 
New Jersey 
Texas 
Dist. of Col. 
Pennsylvania 
Ohio 
D. of Col. 
Maryland 
Louisiana 
Indiana 
New York 
Louisiana 
Alabama 
Pennsylvania 
Maryland 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
A 
A 
R 
A 
A 
R 
A 
R 
.· R 
A 
A 
A 
A 
' ' j 
1 
I 
i 
J 
I 
l 
1 
\ 
' . 
' l 
i 
i 
• 
. t 
l 
' { .· 
, 
~ ·, 
- ' 
~ ,' 
,: 
I 
Case 
Irwin v. U.S. 
Barney v. Saunders et al. 
The Propeller Monticello 
v. Mollison 
.Burchell v. Marsh et. al. 
Adams et al. v. Law 
The City of Bos.ton v. Lecraw 
Minturn v. Maynard 
Webb et al. v. Den 
Dennistown et al •. v. Stewart 
Lewis v. Bell 
Graham v. Bayne 
U.S. v. Jones 
Guild et al. v. Frontin 
Parker et al. v. Ovennan 
' 
'\ Citation 
16 How 513 
16 How 535 
17 How 152 
17 How 345 
17 How 417 
17 How 426 
17 How 477 
17 How 576 
17 How 607 
17 How 617 
18 How 6D 
18 How 92 
18 How 135 
18 How 137 
Griffith et al. v. Bogert et al. 18 How 158 
., 
Year 
1853 
1853 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1854 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
,· 
I 
Dissenting 
Justices 
Daniel 
Catron & 
Daniel 
J 
State of 
Lower Court 
Pennsylvania 
D. of Col. 
· New York 
Illinois 
D. of Col. 
Rhode Island 
California 
Tennessee 
Alabama 
D. of Col. 
Illinois 
D. of Col. 
California 
Arkansas 
Missouri 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
A 
R 
A 
R 
A 
R 
A 
A 
R 
A 
R 
R 
A 
R 
A 
----~-- ---~------,-------,--------- - ---------~~---------------------------------------------, 
Case 
- I 
Abbott et ux. v. Essex Co. 
Calcote v. Stanton et al. 
Orton v. Smith 
Ward v. Peck et al. 
. Connor v. Peugh 1s·Lessee 
/ 
"I" South- et al. v. State of 
Maryland,, Use of Pottle 
Arguel~o et al. v. The 
United States 
U.S. v. Cruz Cervantes 
u .s. v. Maca et al. 
. Pease v. Peck 
Vandewater v. Mills 
u .s. v. Br~g Neurea 
Post et al. 
I 
v. Jones 
I 
' I 
I 
City of Boston Richardson v. 
ss 
u .s. v. Peralta et al. 
C 
c._;, 
~:-
Citation 
18 How 203 
·-18 How 243 
18 How 263 
18 How 267. 
18 How 394 
18 How 396 
18 How 539 
18 How 553 
18 How 556 
18 How 595 
19 How 82 
19 How 92 
19 How 150 
19 How 263 
19 How 343 
) 
Year 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1855 
1856 
1856 
1856 
1856 
1856 
' Dissenting 
Justices 
Daniel 
Daniel 
Daniel 
Daniel 
Cambell & 
Daniel 
Daniel 
/ 
State of 
Lower Court 
Mass. 
Mississippi 
Wisconsin 
Louisiana 
D. of Col. 
Maryland 
California 
California 
California 
Michigan 
California 
California 
• 
New York 
Mass. 
California 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
A 
D 
R 
A 
D 
R 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
R 
R 
R 
A 
j--J 
0 
0 
" 
-I ii 
' r II I 
i 
~., 
,-
I 
. ! 
' i 
I 
' '" I 
,I 
~ 
Case 
U .s. v. Su!therland et al. 
Michigan Cientral Railroad Co. 
v .- Mich!igan Southern 
· Railroaid Co. et al. 
DRED SCOTT V •1• STANFORD 
. . 
Morgan v. Curtenius 
Bacon et al. v. Howard 
' Smith v. Cprp. of Wa~hington 
Fisher v. ~aldeman et al. 
Jackson et al. v. 
Steamboat Magnolia 
M.cCormick v. Talcott 
0 
Brown v. Wiley et al. 
Roberts v. Cooper 
Moreland v. Page 
, 
I 
i • 
McFaul v.·Ramsey 
• I 
Winans v. N. Y •. and Erie 
Railroad Co. 
Citation 
19 How 363 
19 How 378 
19 How 469 
20 How 1 
20 How 22 
20 How 135 
20 How 186 
20 How 296 
20 How 403 
20 How 443 
20 How 467 
20 How 522 
20 How 523 
21 How 89 
Year 
1856 
1856 
1856 
1857 
l857 
1857 
1857 
1857 
" 
1857 
1857 
1857 
1857 
1857 
1858 
.,.. 
< 
Dissenting 
Justices 
Daniel 
( concurs 
with Nelson) 
Catron,Daniel, 
State of 
Lower Court 
II 
California 
' 
Mich. (S .C .) 
Missouri 
' 
Illinois 
Texas 
D. of Col •. 
Pennsylvania 
Cambell Alabama 
Daniel Illinois 
Texas. 
,· Michigan 
Iowa (S .c.) 
Iowa 
Daniel New York 
Affinn 
or Reverse 
A 
R 
A 
A 
A 
A 
R 
A 
A 
A 
D 
A 
A 
t-' 
0 
t-' 
1 
I 
Case 
Hill v. Smith et al. 
State of New York v. Dibble 
I 
Martin v. Ihonsen 
Sturgis v. Clough et al. 
Walker v. Smith 
Cucullu v. Emmerling 
Roach et al. v. Chapman et al. 
Bandies v. Sherwood et al. 
· Ward v. Thompson 
Ogilvie et al. v. Knox 
Ins. Co. et al. 
Thompson et al. v. Lessee 
of Carroll et al. 
Dalton v. United States 
Richa.rdson et al. v. 
Goddard et al. 
· ·Ogden v. Parsons et al. · 
Citation 
21 How 283 
21 How 366 
21 How 394 
21 How 451 
21 How 579 
22 How 83 
22 How., 129 
22 How 215 
22 How 331 
22 How 381 
22 How 422 
22 How 436 
23 How 37 
23 How 167 
Year 
1858 
1858 
1858 
1858 
1858 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
·r/ 
Dissenting 
· Justices 
State of 
Lower Court 
Indiana 
New York 
Louisiana 
New York 
D. of Col. 
Louisiana 
Louisiana 
Texas 
Michigan 
Indiana 
D. of 801. 
California 
Mass. 
New York 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
R 
A 
A 
R 
A 
A 
A 
D 
.. A 
R 
R 
R 
R 
A 
. ' (; 
-...,.....;,.-.-·-<-·' ,_..,_.._.,_,~;,·.._,..., .. ,.,.,,,,.,.,.,,,,..,0,,.....-... ,_,, .... ..,~-<--;.....--.-,.....,, .. -. __ _:__ .. ,,,_ ...... 
y 
y 
'· 
_] 
.. 
,( 
Case 
~.-· 
Phila., Wil. and Balt. R. 
Co. v. Phila. and Havre 
de grace Steam Towboat Co. 
United States v. White 
Haney et al. v. Balt. Steam 
Packet Co. 
Sutton et, al. v. Bancroft 
Green v". Custand 
-
Corp.-" of New York v. 
Ransom et al. 
More-wood et al. v. Enequist 
Luco. et al. v. United States 
Palmer et al. v. United States 
Richardson v. City of Boston 
I 
Citation 
23 How 209 
23 How 249 
23 How 287 
23 How 320 
23 How 484 
23 How 487 
23 How 491 
23 How 515 
24 How 125 
24 How 189 
Thompson et al. v. Roberts etal. 24 How 233 
Greer et, _al. v. Mezes et al. 
Fackler v. Ford et al. 
The Board of Commissioners of 
Knox County v. Aspinwall 
et al. 
I 
' 
24 How 269 
24 How 323 
24 How 377 
\ 
Year 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1859 
1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 
1860 
Dissenting 
Justices 
Taney 
.. 
State of 
Lower Court 
Maryland 
California 
Pennsylvania . 
Arkansas 
Texas 
.\ 
New York 
New York 
California 
California 
Rhode Island 
Maryland 
California 
Kansas (terr.) 
Indiana 
Affinn 
or Reverse 
A 
R 
, R 
A 
R 
D 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
A 
R 
A 
I 
i I 
I 
'J 
I 
. ' 
'' 
., 
Case Citation Year 
Medberry et al. v. State of Ohio 24 How 413 1860 
Porter et al. v. Foley 
United States v. Hensley 
Hagg v. Ruffner 
The Island City 
Hod~,. v. _ Combs 
Atty General v. Federal 
·street Meeting-house 
U.S. v. Neleigh 
· Farni v. Tess on 
Singleton v. Touchard 
The Ship Marcellus 
Cleveland v •. Chamberlain 
Washington & Turner v. Ogden 
Verden v. Coleman 
The water Witch 
White's Administrator v. 
The United States 
24 How 415 1860 
~ 
1 Black 35 i861 
1 Black 115 1861 
1 Black 121 1861 
1 Black 192 1861 
1 Black 262 1861 
1 Black 299 1861 
1 Black 309 1861 
l Black 343 1861 
1 Black 414 1861 
1 Black 419 1861 
1 Black 450 1861 
1 Black 472 1861 
1 Black 494 1861 
.1 Black 501 1861 
Dissenting 
Justices 
> 
J 
State of 
Lower-Court 
Ohio 
Kentucky 
California 
Indiana 
Mass. 
D. of Col. 
Mass. 
California 
Illinois 
California 
Mass. 
Wisconsin 
Illinois 
Indiana 
New York 
California 
Affirm 
or Reverse 
. 
D 
A 
R 
R 
A 
A 
D 
R 
R 
A 
A 
D 
R 
D 
A 
R 
:f 
t-' 
0 
.i::-, 
/ ,. 
I i 
/ ill 
' . 
. . ' 
!t \' I 
;-' . · ,~ ....•
. ,, 
. 
(I 
i.'-1 
~ 
I 
I 
.J 
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Case Citation Year 
Law v. Cross'. 1 Black 533 1861 
Glasgow et al. v. Hortiz et al. 1 Black 595 1861 
King v.- Ackerman 
Chilton v. Braiden's 
Adrninistra tors 
The Ship Potomac 
-
U.S. v. 1 Grimes 
THE PRIZE CASES 
I 
Cross v. De Valle 
_ Mercer County v. Hacket 
Sturgis v. Clough 
Seybert v. City of Pittsburgh 
U.S. v. Johnson 
Burr v. Duryee 
Badger v. Badge·r 
Freedom· v. Sm.i th· 
2 Black 409 1862 
2 Black 458 1862 
2 Black 581 1862 
2 Black 611 1862 
2 Black 63.5 
1 Wallace 5 
1 Wall. 83 
1862 
1863 
1863 
1 Wall. 269 1863 
1 Wall. 272 1863 
1 Wall. 326 1863 
1 Wall. 531 1863 
2 Wall. 87 1864 
2 Wall. 160 1864 
Dissenting 
Justices 
Nelson, Taney, 
Catron, Clifford 
State of 
--Lower Court 
New York 
,Missouri 
New York 
D. of Col. 
New York 
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Thomas Richard Kline, the son -c>"f Isadore J. Kline and Jeanne 
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ceived a Bachelor of·Arts degree in Political Science, with honors, 
from Albright College in June, 1969. Presently an instructor of 
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social st,udies· in the Hazleton Area School District, the author 
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